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Colonel Kri'vc.v. Tin1 nH'utiT lii'lrt for
Dec.
The session of the legislature which who seek land, just what they can
Chicago, III.,
ion will be in murki'ting their
convenes at Santa Fe in January of and can not do on this land. The day
Rccsevelt, making his "keynote"
which process now
of
the
the
products,
roH
at
next year, is in many respects more when half starving immigrants are
progresopening
speech
sive party conference in the La Salle then) mid the consumer so de;Jly. Th6
important for the future prosperity cf compelled to ride out of New Mexico
hotel auditorium here today, person- IniKi'sl measuri' of I'liiincial aid would
the new state than tiie first meeting! on a blind baggage, should be gone'
come from niorti;;ie hanks chartered.
which was unfortunately given over forever. It is not a square deal to
ally thanked the men who "so genera deadlock and a the intending settler nor his family
(supervised by
sub-- ; regulated ;uxl careful
a
senatorial
their
came
with
fight,
forward
tj
ously
the
when there was no definite the Koveniiuent operating oil
display of partisanism that bespoke nor to the great state of New Mexico,
scriptions
method
of the credit
Fonoier of
The question of legislation for the
a poor conception on the part of
for obtaining finances." To give Fl
plan
mice.
those responsible, as to the crying handling of our great wealth of public
emphasis to his expressed gratitude,
"Our
lands is likewise a matter that will
people and especially our
needs of the people of New Mexico.
cf
the Colonel walked to the front
ve members niiisl Keep in mind
The same members of that legisla- - come before the next session of the
the platform and pointed at William that, the
progressive party is by its
ti.re will have an opportunity at the legislature and it should be dealt with
,
of Pennsylvania, Frank A.
jFlynn
withand
plat form committed to the .doctrine
and
themselves
to
retrieve
honestly
courageously
coming session
C.
S.
W.
Perkins and
Bird, that the measures we advocate are
George
in the eyes of the people who elected out favor Lo any man, corporation or.
calling each by name. He continued: to become pnrt. of the law of the laud,
them into office and a failure to so re-- official.
"I not only want to thank you, but provided
we can get the people to
"he proper policing of a state as
trieve themseives, will mean political
that have been happy to have stand for them. If legislators, execr-liv- e
say
as
New
is
Mexico
another
matter
big
for
every reactionary.
obliquity
want to say that
been with you.
or court stands in the way, then
The first and foremost need of New of c;reat importance. There are too
there has been no more disinterested- in lawful and orderly fashion and
Mexico is a taxation system that will many six shooters extant in the land
ness progressives than yourselves. along the lines laid down in the
fairly and honestly distribute the tax and they arc in hands that shpuld be
progressive platform, we intend
Nobody will ever have to investigate
among the people and tax in just pro-- . disarmed. This is shown by the
know of these con to see that the will of tie' people is
me to learn that
all industries and properties crds of the courts.
New Mexico looks to her legislature
tributions and was very much obliged carried out; and that judge, legislator
alike. This is so apparent that there
for them." An outburst of cheers: and executive officer alike, do their
is no opportunity for controverting it. to meet the issues
fearlessly and
followed this digression from his full part in thus carrying out 1he will
That there exi3t many differences of promptly and a failure to meet the
r
of
demands
which
of
to
the
Even the aisles and of tin) people. In the matter of
state
as
at
the
the
main speech.
proper way
people
opinion
to arrive at a just taxation system by the legislature, the governor on
standing room were filled when '''sliip, both local and national,
is admitted but this newspaper in a any state official, will be a betrayal
the conference was called to order.
1;y trust the events of tho next year
our umesi auu mosi
series of articles will start the discus-- of trust that can not help but retire
Senator Dixon, the party's national,11 l"u lu
sion In a fair and open manner and to private life every official who does
very briefly and was! the leader must
chairman,
spoke
be chosen not in the
to have communica-- ; not measure up to the standards of!
will be pleased
followed by Colonel Roosevelt.
least with reference to his own tie- tions on the subject that are not too his position.
it.
made
Theodore Roosevelt
plain! shew, hut solelv uittl rerrrl in ttio
These are but a few of the many
long for publication and that deal with
.
; ,
today that the program of the progres- - n .
,.m,.,.(JU.
facts. Articles denouncing any parti-- ! questions that are open to discussion
sive party does not contemplate inak-- . sive
party is the servant of the peo- cular industry are not desired and will ;at this time, that must be discussed, ENGLAND'S KICK
nti
wiui
KHN5flS
icjrins
t'puuui'iiii
ij fltn
not be given publication but where it that must be met and that must be
-He said, in effect, that;
1 party.
Xo man sh.mld come into this part
ON PANAMA 31LL
becomes necessary for purposes of met in" the right way.
1
ww,,w
come to stay and,..,,,.
now
tm
the
had
.,,, .
...hiiui,
parly
VrSI
The New Mexican, as in the past,,
comparison to do so, an honest stateto
to
KNOX
IS
BEFORE
attraci
I
itn
it.
us;,.;.
en
eii'ii'U eventually
lie must content liim-- f
ULIlvLn nU
ment of taxation discrimination will pledges its support and opens its col- banner the progressives who still give S(J with lie opportunities it offers
umns in defense of every official with
be considered available.
allegiance to the republican and demo- 1'f service and for sacrilice.
ID.
ind
D.
Dec.
I!.
With
Johnson
(.'.
Id.
insure a out regard to party lines or past po
Dec.
Of equal importance to
C,
Washington,
Denver,
Colonel
Roosevelt repeated and
111"
Ei
at
bed
in
their l,al"-formal presentation of Great
wife were found dead
square deal for the man with the bal- litical affiliations, who does his duty
'H to the leadership, Colonel Koose- - emphasized his criticism of the act
who represents the people of this uin's protest against
lot is an adequate
ballot system,
the Panama
hotel toduy with bullet wounds in
as against the system in vogue cana' bill, Secretary Knox. today got
their heads.. The couple who came velt said the events ut the next year of the supreme court of Idaho in nil-:isomething that will not be too
d
in
New
in
theMexico
to
will
insure
but
which
honest
a
ob
here
the
progressive electors from the balcareful study cf
'down
recently from Hutchinson. Kan or two could be Irusflecl to veloi the
plicated
past.'
The personal ambition of no man jections raised by Sir Edward Grey
elections and the freedom of any citi
sas, were last, seen alive Saturday. best, man, who must be chosen with- lot in the November election.
zen from intimidation or treachery at must at this time stand in the way of in the lengthy note transmute! lust
The police believe it is a case of mur- out regard to their own desires but
Not to have criticized the decision,
solely with regard to the needs of the for which several lioise
der and suicide.
the polls. This matter, also is open legislation, too long delayed. We have' night by Ambassador unce. I ho t
editors who
for discussion and will be dealt with in this new state, a commonwealth
iu'l ilrution treaty botwe"r. the BUT "KINNEY" BERGEN WOULD NOT
Mr. and Mrs. D. ('. Johnson, Hut- people.
have
quoted the colonel's strictures
in part
He
said
in
same
the
richer
this
howith
an!
countless I'nited Statts and (treat I'.ritai'i exby
newspaper
spirit greater,
been cited for contempt would have
chinson, Kansas, appearing on the
is
new
function
of
"The
the
AFTER
party
AND
as will the question of honest valua- more possibilities than the great;
ALIVE
BE TAKEN
b ' limitation next June.
tel register is the only information in not limited to
the enactment leen cowardly, the bull moose leader
state of Pennsylvania and it should' pires
tion and taxation.
the possession of the police the couple of the measuressecuring
If the controversy were (o be deHE
in the new1 asserted.
DUEL
advocated
PISTOL
SPECTACULAR
Another matter of supreme import- be developed for the benefit of the
all .it''L f.l.itf',,,-,,-- , .,,,,1 tin
until
there W' . tie no
having destroyed
apparently
Capital-Xews,The Boise
said
,ii;mm,i,
ance is a bureau of immigration or a people of New Mexico and not for the layed under then,
which the dispute might
means of possible identilical ion. The a tew bosses, our
WAS KILLED.
treaty
oionei
is to Keep
"was the only papet
itoosevett,
purpose
is
benefit
of
of
or
that
of
Wall
department
Street, be arbitrated. In any case, a special
publicity
Pittsburg
death occur- believe
authorities
that
up a continuous campaign for social) that had the courage to criticize the
in every branch and that will The issues will be presented
clearlv
red some time Saturday the day they and industrial justice and for genuine decision.
the senate
I hold that it would have
be so conducted as to induce the right and honestly and they will be dealt agreement approved by
Hi.
a
poIn
dis-- !
When detec- government by the people and for the 'been
were last seen alive.
.Memphis. Tenn., Dec.
not to have criticized
cowardly
kind of immigration to enter New with by this newspaper without fear would be required before the
pute could be referred to The Hague lice raid 011 a house in the outskirts tivea today broke into the room, th'y pe0pk,. Such u campaign cannot he such an outrageous decree. The
Mexico in a proper way, telling those and without favor.
and there is a variance of opinion as oC Memphis today, 'Kinney" Bergen, found Johnson, still clasping a 38; expected from any party which is most severe criticism the paper
to whether a majority of the senate believed to be a widely known sale
revolver,' lying across the loot partly reactionary: and at their best, tained. however wns in a teleWnm
of the bed in which his wife lay. It both of the old parties are partly, and
would permit the case to go there. blower, was killed by city detectives.
f,,n ,e. I did not make it half strong
with
Several members among those consid- Frank Holloway, who is credited two is believed that Johnson killed his they are unusually dominantly, reac- enough, it was much worse than the
in many cities,
wife and then shot himself. A search tionary.
the
lawyers in the upper, a police record a woman
TQ
oidinary bad decision. 1 hold that the
TY1 rr-X- T
were arrestother men and
"The immediate work for our purty deci8ion wa8 outrageous and it was
of
that
declared
have
house
by detectives disclosed some papers
congress,
h,J
is to establish the principles of our tm?
the I'nited States surely would lose ed.
indicating that Johnson was the
dl)(y of pvery h(mpst cltizen tQ
I?ergen was lulled after lie hud mad,'
of the Excell Tie Plate and platform by appropriate legislation in!
Its case at The Hague.
protest
against it and to denounce it
detectives
The
escape.
1
a
.10.
the
lie ed entirely by th-- trustees.
spectacular
nation and in the several states. in
ashmgton, D. C, Dec.
(tail Brake.
terms. Now the court has
strongest
house
the
surrounded
heavily armed,
"The elimination of the Mechanics!...
Morgan influence," in New York bank,!,- IntPhiiiRon. K.in. Dee. 10. D. ('.;'" the national legislature progressive!
pllhliuW
the
owi,l.,
of
members
other
and captured
,8 nators and congressuie., should push
ing formed the basis for most of to-- ; and Traders removed a competitor fori NO MONEY FOR
in
known
thl8
was
Johnson
collt
for
The
court
has
widely
But
Bergen,!
imrtv without trouble.
'
day s session ot the house money your bank?"
if within its power by inflicting a suf
BED
be taken ulive, vicinity. For twenty years he was a
DIES
HE
not
7"
would
he
vowing
those
but
that af ficiently
only
trust investigating committee. Walter
affecting labor,
"Yes."
fire at the police, conductor on the Atchison, J opeka iv fecting the trusts."
heavy fine to ruin the only
E. Few, a banker and president of the
A SAD DEATH ! r cte'?m a steady
- fuct
serleanthe
Fe
Santa
fou"Don't you think that is an illustra-- '
railroad,
leaving
then
.
k,.i-paper in Idaho with the strength to
uruve uit-,
Mr.
Koosevelt
New York Clearing House association, Hon of
his
renewed
proposal hold nllt :,p;,iimt tt
the need of some control over
survivms vice 01 mm coinpuiiy ieu jeuis ubj. to create a commission like the
et1 from a garret window,
wns under fire nf nncstinna hv Snm-- l ..
inter- '
in. lie was the first conductor
on "the
'
the power of the clearing house in! Salt Lake City. Hah, Dee. 10.
;J5 foot jump without apparent
the
"I advocate that the progressive
commerce
to
Fiate
commission
super-l such a
uvi i. uiermj el , uie Luinimieeer
so
said Mr. Untermyer. Moulten slag poured upon William iury and got away. A short time after- Jetmore branch of the road and was
crisis,"
the big industrial concerns doing party pay any fine that may be in- torney, who sought in vain to get Mr.
to the! well known to patrons that his train vise
Mr. Frew objected to any inference Bruce, a laborer, as he lay asleep,
ward, however, lie returned
dieted and that we send the best law- interstate
business.
Frew to admit that the phenomenal
in his death at a local hospital house.
there had been any ulterior
Detectives on guard surround- - came to be known as "Johnson's
He
obtainable to Idaho to
continued:
"Farm
yers
financing
rise of the Bankers' Trust company tive in the
a
in
a
that
After
last
day spent'
night.
train." After leaving the railway ser" is,j10t receive the consideration it de case and give it the widest fight the
ed hiin and in the pistol battle
handling of the clearing
publicity."
work
deposits from $5,000,noo in 1903 to house loan.
at
Garfield, I'tah, followed. Bergen was killed.
vain search for
vice, he went into the real estate and
$108,000,000 at the present time was
no money to hire a bed,
and
having
Six
months
business.
Detectives
planned
Roper
ago
of
Chief
brokerage
Mr. Vntermyer disavowed any such
due to the influence of J. P. Morgan"
Bruce lay down among the warm slag the raid yesterday,
Today six dego, njB business and home here!
imputation.
& Company.
at the foot of the American Smelter tectives surrounded Ihe house
and ilIld WRIlt to Denver, following the re- .Mr. Vntermyer took up the attitude
Mr. Frew did not know just what
dump. Toward morning yesterday, one of them knocked at. the front door. ,f8a of ti,p oca BOard 0f trade to
was meant by a "Morgan institution." of the Xew York clearing house com- ten Ions of the liquid fire rolled down
woman, as yet unidentified,
llim as a member of the ground
He admitted, however, that the three mittee toward the banks that went ti e dump and splashed over the
She was seized bctore she that he was not a grain dealer. John-yoneared
men who hold a voting trust that to the wall during the '907 panic.
could make an outcry, then the detecwas of an inventive turn. Beheld
rules the Bankers' Trust company
New York. Dec. 10. it was on the Austrian Postal Savings bak, the
the Mechanics &
Mr. Frew said
tives softly entered the house. They a patent on a metal railroad tie.
the
were "associated with Mr. Morgan."
assurance that there was no likeli- firm of S. M. VonRothschild, the AusTraders bank was advanced 2,100.0it!t THE DAY IN CONGRESS. captured Holloway and two of
Mr. Vntermyer endeavored to bring by the clearing house committee. Ha
men, known as "Todas" Wallace and
hood of a war between the great po- trian Credit Anstalt, and the Austrian
out that the merger of the Mercantile was on the loan committee he said
l.aender Bank, $2.". 000,000 in four and
Jack Monday, without a fight.
wers of Europe that New York bankf
SENATE.
Trust company, which was controlled and his partner in the Corn Exchange
B( rgen, however, apparently having
per cent and
imperers undertook the notation of a
ial treasury notes.
taken warning when the detectives
Met at noon.
by the Equitable Life Assurance com- - bauk was on the special committee of
, had
urmed
Tho contracting firm has been asxew York. Dec. 10. Prices crumAustrian loan in this country,
pany, with the Bankers' company and five which handled the matters of the
Bill introduced to create a major appeared at the house,
liiniEeir anu me speciacumi
which added materially to the de- - clearing house during the panic. A generalship for Colonel George
j.o.u. ,P( today under persistent anacKi as announced last night at Vienna. sured that the political situation is
much improved and that there is no
battle and Bergen's escape followed. Dy tllP 1)(JU1- - faction in the stock mtir- - Kuhn-Loeposits of the latter was brought about receiver was appointed for the
& Co. toduly issued this
reason for apprehending warlike deat
No resistance was
shown
Holloway, who is credited wit ii being 1;'Pt
the "Morgan inlluence."
chanics and Traders, which closed its
rtatement:
Commerce committee heard oppo- the leader of the gang, was arrested
was
velopments 'between the great pochecks
Mr. Frew, although a director of the doors January 30, 190S, leaving
pointa
Momentary
"Kuhn-Loe& Co. and the National wers.
sition to seamen's involuntary act. in Chicago a few months ago, and at any
The larger part of the prot))f sJ,Ilf, Pncoliltered were due os- company, said he knew of 1500,000 in collateral in the receiver's
that time made an alleged confession tpH1.lbly to a detire U) M tnp marliet City Bank confirm that they had pur- ceeds of the loan will not be withthe negotiations which were conduct-- : hands.
chased in conjunction with the Aus- drawn until the middle of
HOUSE.
implicating himself in the robbery ol ..
January,
Rtocks thrown OVP1.hoald be.
the New Westminister. H (J.. tsaiiR,;.fore a renewal of !ini;ids1tntr Com trian group, including the Imperial l!'i::."
Mot at noon.
was
rnni-rie- ..
Rules committee took up the New when a sum in excess of $300,000
mission houses closed out many weekhappimam
td inc-- r
piaut nc
Haven-Gran' '
Trunk
investigation stolen He confessed, it. is said, to ly margined accounts and hurtled fall of
WAY IS IN COURTS.
nretm. Dee. 10
I.nnlh,.r.r
prices, soon carried the lead-(tavoid being sent to Texas, where he calls from
..
resolution.
institutions to rebanking
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 10. The Ore- - The British Steamer Morien, with a
up
materially, Steel and Reading WOMAN DETECTIUE
safe
for
icrew nf
loans led to a selling a point above last
of
mn i thmiEht to' Money trust committee continued to was wanted however,blowing.
mn.w..kinrtnn
impairment
medy
.nj
was returned
IN SALT LAKE (S
night.
Holloway,
one of the recent hear New York bankers.
Prices held well on the recovery,
tion company will lose a strip of ,,ave bepn l081
to Rusk, Texas, and rentenced to further sacrifice of securities
over
'
seat
live
of
Contest
Represent
AN INNOVATION
storms.
No
news
but
has
steamer
was
foretwenty-sevein
demand
the
of
the
of
the
limited oh the
and a half
Standard issues were
way
right
even years in the. penitentiary. Afmiles long and 200 feet wide, on its been received since she left Louis- - Bowman of Pennsylvania, taken up. ter lits conviction he nleaded illness front of the downward movement. higher range and trading came almain line north of Yakima and the burg, November G, with a cargo of
Salt Lake City, Vtah, Dec. 10. The
and while on his way to a hospital, but the largest losses were inflicted most to a standstill.
The market closed easy. The se- - woman
Lackacoast if the government is able to coal for Placentia, N. F.
stocks.
iumned from a fast moving strain and 0:1 tho lesser known
jCRlSIS IS AT HAND
detective has made her apVf re losses of the forenoon were con- Na-IN RAILWAY STRIKE. escaped.
wanna slumped iifteer, points,
prove its contentions contained in" a
in Salt Laks.
She came
pearance
bill in equity filed today in the federtional Biscuit, eleven, American Snuff verteu into gams running from 1 to ?.
was
that
she
in
here two
is- - so quietly
such
stocks
as
al court. The strip lies in Rainier
Hill
points
ROSWELL MAN IS MISSING. V llouston, Texas, Dec. 10. The
the
of
and
a
number
other
HE LEFT TWO WIDOWS.
large
eight,
national forest and constitutes an estest in the mediation or strengthshares of this class from two to six sues, St. Paul, Reading, Canadian Pa- v eeks before any one ouslde the poSalt Lake City, Utah, Dec. 111.
Denver, Colo., Dec. 10. The V
Denver police have instituted
sential link in the Harriman system's
ened strike of the Harriman line con- has a staunch friend in Orson points. At noon the market was al- cific and Steel, and there was more lice department was aware of her
main line.
search for Herman Barsh, who 'ductors and trainmen between New Pratt Aronld, a well to do street rail- - lying: briskly with active Issues up 1 of an effort to bolster up individual presence, it was admitted today that
.Miss Nellie Elder, formerly of Denleft Roswell, N. M.,. recently for
Orleans and El Paso should be reach-- : way bflicial. who died here lust week to 2 points from the lowest. Bonds shares.
The Tobacco group showed some ver, and Miss Lucile Walker, an
two were heavy,
In- and
next
Mr. Arnold Isave
has
twenty-fou- r
within
the
Denver,
Not
ed
did
hours,
disappeared.
only
IRISH CROWN JEWELS
and American Tobacco sold amateur, have been taking notes in
quiries have been telegraphed to
according to C. P. Neill, who has been widows, both wedded to him before
shorts were Impressed by the buoyancy
ARE STILL MISSING
10 points above its lowest.
Yarious rooming houses and fashionable res- as federal mediator several days, polygamy was interdicted by the
many New Mexico points. Barsh
of the Hill stocks.
jhere
absorption
Dublin, Dec. 10. The lord lieuten- has been missing for two weeks.
Both sides seem to have conceded inon church, but his will, probated to-- which lifted Northern Pacific and 0lIler industrial issues also moved up taurants for a fortnight and that
ant of Ireland today issued a denial of X According to the police, Barsh
many complaints
their respective limits and permanent day, provided that his son, Frank; Great Northern two points above ves-- , ' spirited fashion.
charging illegal
the report that the Irish crown Jewels
had a considerable sum of money
sales of liquor and other
settlement or a final break Is the K. Arnold, aged 25, must be married terday's closing any they scrambled
Dublin
from
when he left Roswell.
have resulted from their activl-mysteriously stolen
before he shall receive his share of to cover. This buying, in addition to! New Mexican want ads
prospect during the next twenty-fou- r
castle In 1907, had been replaced.
ties.
X
seme demand aroused by the severe j bring returns.
the estate.
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The Little Store

TUESDAY,

FE NEW MEXICAN

OPEN LETTER
TO TEACHERS

ES T

S

Fe County Rural School
DISFIGURED
FOB THE BOWELS exhibitSanta
will he held In the City of
Santa Fe, at the lecture room of the
,HAS BUILT UP A REPUTATION FOR
School of American Archaeology on
Cracked and Swollen,
Could Not
lay. February 21, inn. At which
No Headache, Bad Taste, Sour
For
Years
2
uii naiua re county icacnwo win inNobody Could
Sleep.
Stomach or Coated Tongue
tend. Every school in Santa Fe counCure His Eczema. CuticuraSoap
ty will have an individual display of
by Morning.
and Ointment Completely Cured.
the work carried on in the schools by
Uhe pupils.
905 Lowell Place, Chicago, 111.
j
"The
It is more necessary that you keep! The following are some of the
Liver and Stomach jects that should be covered by the trouble began by my hands burning and
Bowels,
Consequently we are not considering any Fake Piano Conand scratched them
tract to boost our trade. Vou get your money's
clean, pure and fresh than it is to! pupils. All papers prepared should itching and I rubbed
till one day I saw little red
b forwarded or brought to the county
a
of
sewers
and
the
drainage
worth when you trade with
ikeep
sorts coming out. My
superintendent's office not later than
large city free from obstruction.
hands were disfigured and
15th.
with
February
Are vou keeping clean inside
swollen, and troubled me
in
1.
No.
Exercise papers
so that I could not sleep.
Cascarets or merely forcing a pas-- ;
regular;
Teachers to select
They wore cracked and
sageway every few days with salts, sc hool subjects.
when tho small sores broke
cathartic pills or castor oil? This is the best and neatest.
a white mat ter would come
'
No. 2. Compositions written in lan- important.
out.
I could not do any
Cascarets Immediately cleanse and guage work.
hard work; if I did the sores
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
No.
8. Map drawing and
the
remove
special
the
stomach,
worso.
would coiv.o out
regulate
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
"For tro years nobody could cure my
sour, undigested and fermenting food work in drawing.
4.
No.
mid
excess
bile
cooking.
eczema, r.r.i il one day I thought I would try
Sewing
and foul gases; take the
No. u Manual Training.
the Cuticura Soap and Ointment. I used
from the liver and carry out of the
warm water with tho Cuticura Soap and
G.
mat- and
Xo.
waste
Gardening,
Agriculture
the
constipated
system
that put the Cuticura Ointment on
ter and poison in the intestines and No. 7. Any other exhibits showing after
my hands t wice a day for about Ave or six
work
the
school.
of
the
bowels.
months wlu:n I was completely cured."
No. S. Photographs of school house
No odds how badly and upset you
(Signed) Sum Marcus, Nov. 28, 1011.
Not only :.i " Cuticura Soap and Ointment
feel, a Cascaret tonight will straight- and groups of pupils.
All exhibits must lie labeled with most valuable in the treatment of eczemas
en vou out by morning. They work
and other distressing eruptions of skin and
box from the name and number ot the school
while you sleep. A
but no other emollients do so much
your druggist will keep your head districts, and giving name, age and scalp,
for pimples, blackheads, red, rough skins,
clear, stomach sweet and your liver grade of pupil.
srr.ly scalps, dandruff, dry, thin and
Teachers will not lie required to itching, huit-,
and bowels regular for months. Don't
falling
chapped hands and shapeless
teach-before
the
talks
little
prepare
A single
any
children
their
the
nails, nor do it so economically.
forget
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
will
be
teachers
all
eis'
but
meeting,
need a good, gentle cleaning,
cake of Cuticura Soap (25c.) and box of
required to be present to see that their Cuticura ointment (50c.) are often sufficient
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages too.
when all else has failed. Sold throughout
exhibits are properly arranged.
the world. Liberal sample of each mailed
Miss Manette Meyers, state director
Address postSkin Book.
free, with 32-of industrial education, will address
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
"Cuticura, Dept. T, Boston."
the teachers with reference to the card rTeiulor-facemen should use Cuticura
d
schools in Santa Fe county.
Soay Sh.vinc Stick, 25c. Samplo free.
It is likely that Santa Fe theatre-- I
At least two other prominent speakPhone Black goers will be offered nothing better ers will address the meeting.
Phone Black
1912
of
season
during the dramatic
An immediate answer to this circu-- ;
and Kill! than "The Confession,-- ' the lar is required. Please state to what
loitering at the Elks theatre last even- extent the exhibit from your school
inz. . The play was beautiful in senti- - wji
e
(From the Albuquerque Herald)
ment and it was acted with a spirit
It is lather difficult to figure out,
(Signed) JOHN V. COXWAY,
and finish which could offer little opSuperintendent from the standpoint of the railroad
or the passenger, the benefit to be de-- !
ipovtunity for criticism from even the December 9, 1912.
'
most exacting critic.
rived or the advantage to be gained
It was unfortunate that a larger
by closirg the eastbound limited train
HOTEL ARRIVALS. .on the L'anta Fe railroad to Albuquer-- i
audience did not witness this pre- que harness. The circular just issued
sentation, as those who failed to at-- j
by the railroad authorities making
tend, missed a genuine treat.
PALACE.
this ruling is extremely unpopular in
The cast was largo and individual
H.
Brogan.
City.
'
Albuquerque and while the reasons
mention is not necessary, as there
W. U. Moses,. Albuquerque.
therefer may seem good and sufficient
was not a weak spot in it. Every mem- .Mrs. E. Clark, Alcalde.
to the company, they remain a puzzle:
her gave an artistic rendition of the
Dr. and Mrs. AY. If. Hoyt, Sioux City,
Fancy Egg
Domestic Lump
Fancy Lump
to the local patrons of the railway.1
reviewcould
be j
part assigned. No
The limited service from here to Chi
complete, however, without especial
John J. Fox, St. Louis.
if
'cago or Kansas City has always been
mention of Richard Sterling, the
'
R. K. Dillon, .as Vegas.
by Albuquerque
heavily patronized
the
M. V. Davis. Boston.
parish priest and George Manning,
the
people; for much of the time
Canadian.
French
John
W.
Denver.
Oakes,
'eastboi:ud limited train carries only
Phone One Double O J.
Mr. Sterling's acting was refined,
K. C. Miller, Kl Paso.
a slim passenger list from the coast;
earnest and full of power. He missMr. and Mrs. C.
V.
McGillvery, and it will prove a big hardship and
ed no point in a character that was Cleveland.
to Albu-- i
unpleas ant inconvenience
not easy to portray and left an impress
B C. M'estlake, Denver.
to deprive them of
querque
people
that will long remain with those who ' 'V. W. Dunlap. Dolores, Colo.
accommodations to the east.
witnessed the performance.
J. W. Kendell, Albuquerque.
The commercial club should take this
The Josef Duniont of George Manmatter up without delay, ascertain
S. Sidney Fraber, St. Louis.
was an unusual characterization,
r.ing
the company's reasons for t lie surpris-- !
S. V. Kanier, City.
MAIN.
85
PHONE
and very strong, It could have been
J. W. Law, City.
ing change and make a strong effort
to have Hie ruling modified.
The!
easily forced or overdone, but in Mr.
MONTEZUMA.
Santa Fe passenger department has
Manning's hands it was not.
W. O. Waterman, Kl Paso.
Ii would be a pleasure to review the!
always maintained a liberal and gen-- ;
O. J. Hardin, Albuquerque.
FACTORY WOOD
SWASTIKA LUMP
erous policy toward the Albuquerque
work of the whole cast as every mem-- !
I.. V. dalles. Albuquerque.
SAWED WOOD
bushiefs and we believe that if proper
j ber
deserves especial commendation,
CERRILLOS LUMP! v
A. H. Fredericksen, .Milwaukee.
land the evenness of the acting made! T. F, Tipton, Sanchez.
representations are made the privi-- ;
CORD WOOD
STEAM COAL
of
accommodations
a delight.
the
leges
V. ,1. Stehle,
play
Albuquerque.
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
east will remain open to Albuquerque
The only drawback to complete en
George Manning, New Yorli City.
travelers.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
joyment was the half filled house,
S. C. McCurdy. El Paso.
when it should have had the S. R. O.
John T. Pearsall. Xew York.
Work for the New Mexican.
sign at the door. The next attraction
C. F. Dearmiu, Milwaukee.
It is
is Honey Boy Evans' Minstrels, book-e- l
.T. A.
working for you, for Santa Fe and
Smith, Trinidad.
for December 19.
the new state.
I', II. Kinselton, Denver.
S STAGE
WOODY
S. A. Williams, Torreon.
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
A. J. Murphy, Wichita.
Child Rescues Five iviired Teams.
Prom
A. J. Talbert, Wichita.
You can't tell the differ- La Salle Restaurant
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Walter A. Piers, Denver.
Saginaw. Mich., Dec. ID. A dark
M lAtllohnvae
in ...
t en re ...
A.
afternoon and a teacher's knowledge
Hixenbaugh, Raton.
between a smart afterCHAS. QANN, Prop.
Meets Both North South of
splicing a rope saved five teams of; J. Hixenbaugh. Raton.
noon tea or a mother's
Bounds Trains.
Telephone II.
horses from having to suend all night! Ira Ducks worth, Raton.
or a lenten sewmeeting
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of iti tne raill
There were six teams! R. .1. Ratcliffe, Raton.
We live in a
Two boorg Below F. Andrewi Star.
ing circle.
G. W. Johnson, Kstancia.
Cemetery.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
A heavy rain
Taoa at 7 p. m.
trying to fill it up.
CORONADO.
"The City" H. IS. Koch
Rooms for Pent 2Ec and 50c
be- Ten miles shorter than any other came on and five of the wagons
L. Bibo, City.
Short Orders at All Hours.
to
team
one
with
came
mired,
only
A. A. Valdez, City.
wiv. Good covered- hacks and good
em out. They finally got out
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
, mnrLn aaru uu
jxt rtrLg
Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams P""
M. D. Equibel, Tierra Amarilla
teais.
f
the worst of it, but the wagons
furm.hed commero! men to take In
frencn Noodle Order 10c a dlan.
D. Morrison, Boston.
oe cirawn to me ingn
New York Chop Suey 60c, the surrounding towns. Wirt) K'.nblldS ccuiu not
W. D. Ingram, New York City.
!giound. Finally the men got a couple
M. Malley, City.
ot pieces of rope and decided to haul
Flliberto
Ortiz, Xambe.
the
assist
the wagons up and thus
But try as they would, they . Miguel Valdez, Nambe.
horses.
M. Trujillo, Abiquiu.
couldn't splice the rope. About this
II
EUROPEAN.
Alice
Tubbs
little
jtimo
W. E. Stringfellow, city.
came along, and it having been a dark
afternoon at school her teacher gave D. Lusk City.
t lie scholars a little practical school- Charles Canfield, City.
and taught them how to splice the
Walter Boss, City,
;ing
Mrs. A. F. Strayne and son, New
rcpe. The little girl showed the men
CD filU CANT A PC To El Paso, Bisbee, Douglass and
I A TC all points in New Mexico, Arihow to splice the rope and the wagons York.
IH
'
and horses were gotten to a place of
h. Shin.
zona, Mexico and to the Pacific Coast, via! NEW MEXICO
safety.
L. C. Maun.
CENTRAL to Torrance thence.
J. Florencia, Las Vegas.
HOGS FEED ON ROLL.
Cleofes Romero and son, Las Vegas

HONEST QUALITY,
HONEST MEASURE
and HONEST PRICES,

and

The Original

I

Only

Absolutely

Holds Fire for 36 Hours

Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mi!Ke
i our Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in

Demonstrating, to you

,

the advantages to be had
Purchasing a

in

RETAIL

BUY A COLES HEATER

Mica doors are extra lurxe filled in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy tlie Glowing buy
the "Radiant".
WOOD-DAVI-

LEO HERSCH

45

If Its

Hardware We Have It.

Rooms With Bath,

HERE, TOO

45

14.

....

$1.50 and $2.00 Per Day

'

THE ALBANY HOTEL

j

Wood

Phone

p.

-

oal

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This in the
stove for the home, the ofllee at.U ail
public places. It requires little or no
Httention and Is Unuwn to le the mot
servicable am! economical of all stoves.

HARDWARE COMPANY.

S

Phone 14.

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

THE CONFESSION

Coles.

AND YOU'LL BE GLAD

FOR HARD COAL

1

AND

Heater on the Market.

Air-Tig-

A Money andFuel Save

'

WHOLESALE

1912.

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.

sub-iyou- r

WINTER GROCERY GO.

10,

"YOU CANT BEAT THE COLES"

TCI

A

DECEMBER

-

j

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL

i

j

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

BUY IT OF GRICHTON."

first-clae-

CAPITAL COAL YARD

oal

JKff'iSSflftE

Wood

j

s

j

first-clas-

s

LI

-

--

--

a.

LIGHT
r

N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH

Electricity plays a most impoThe grandfather would
at the radiance of the modern home -- and why all this light ? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ODS,

rtant part.
be amazed

POWER

j

NEW6)

ASK FOR TICKETS

Quaker Oats

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

r IU

Farina

jAll

Pettijohns
Wheat Hearts

East
or
West

The

Best
Route

Bay City, Mich., Dec. 10. Dropping
a roll of bills amounting to $:!S in the
barnyard at his home near Bay City.
Oscar Collins, a farmer, noticed his
loss a few moments later. Tracing his

PINE

PLANTED

ON

100

Mich., Dec. 10. Slate For- Lansing,
a
a
,1
o..i
a
ocuaai lepoi lCu .u t,.i
"
vuu'"'
"""
at
he
the
where
arrived
he
spot
steps
had dropped the monev just in time nearly 100 acres of 8tate .,andJs had
to see a member of his swine herd been Planted to Norway pine during
'ear- Abo,,t
tree,8 'ere
finishing a crunching operation on the;the
on
ea;h a"'e- - lhe, Planting
last of the greenbacks. Mr. Collins Plantd
done at, tlle 1JleSills
aket and
had just sold some of his farm pro-!100
ducts and tucked the roll of bills in Houghton lake reserves. About
iul K "
In drawing his hnnd- aucB Imvc uce" f'epa'
l.is hh, nncket
kerchief from his pocket the bills ing on the two reserves. In addition
were extracted and the wise hog took;U'e state haa secured about 35 pounds
, ,
iof pine seed for sowing. Experiment
r
r
T.
tunate farmer takes his loss as a jokejProved faI1 sowl"S more successful
and says he has one hog that is worth L""
The state forester recommends that
more than the rest of the herd.
several lots be withdrawn from the
Beware of Ointments for Catarrh forest reserve and sold as people were
uesirous ui uuyiug mem. in one case
That Contain Mercury.
as mercury will surely destroy the where a former owner who let the
sense of smell and completely de- - property revert to the state by the
enter- - tax route, the forester recommended
mme iha vlinl nvetum
that he be refll8ed tlle P"Prty again.;
ing it through the mucous surfaces.
Such articles should never be used
AWAKENS TOWN.
except on prescriptions from repu-- j '
table physicians, as the damage they
an early
Clinton, Mich.. Dec.
will do is ten fold to the eood vou
can possibly derive from them. Hall's nour lne oilier morning wncn tne vii- ( atarrh Cure, man ufactured by F. J. lagers of Clinton were in their last
i
1U'IU
0., oledo. Ohio, contains installment ot a nights slumuer, tne
no mercury, and is taken internallv, sunncfs was urouen Dy ioua, prolong
ating directlv imon the hlnnd and mn. ed shrieks from the woolen mill vhi3- cons surfaces of the svstem. In buv-- ! "warning the citizens that some- ns Hall s Catarrh Cure be sure you tninS wa9 wrong. Very soon a great
get the genuine. It is taken internal- - crowd of nien was on the scene, and
lj and made in Toledo. Ohio, by F. found that the nightwatchman had
allowed the boilers to become nearly
J. Cheney & Co. Testimonials free.
Sold by druggists.
Price 73c per empty and did not understand how to
avert tne danger in any otner way.
bottle.
He is a new man on the job. but prov- Take Hall's Family Pills for
eC equal to the emergency.

"'a

""

EL PASO, TEXAS.

FOR PUBLICATION.

HAVE

Department or the Interior, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
November 5, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Henry
L Cooper, of Stanley, New Mexico,
,
who, on December 9, 1907, made home-SE
for
No.
stead entry
Section 33. Township 12 N., Range s
E N M r Meridian, has filed notice
r
Proof,
of 'intention to make
to establish claim to the land above
described, before Harry C. Kinsell, U.
S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
on the li;th day of December,

j

five-yea-

New-Mexic-

.

New Mexico.

SANTA

FE.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

LET US

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

HAVE YOUR

ORDER

CHRISTMAS

lO.-r--

N. M

A "want Ad. In th3 New Mexican
sees more people In one day than you
MANUEL E. OTERO.
Register. can see in a month. Try one.

"is

CANDIES

i

Located In the beautiful Pecos
Valley. 3, 700 Teetabove sealey-el- ,
sunshine every day. Ooen air
work throughout the entire session. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In America. Fourteen officers and instructors, alt
graduates from standardEa' st-- i
Ten buildings,
em colleges.
modern in every respect.
F.egents
E. A. CAHOON.
,T. E. RHEA,

President.

P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOH
W. VOX, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
.F.

-

J.F. RHOADS

INSTITUTE

Thanksgiving Turkey

j

Filing of Saws Uur Specially.

MILITARY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

j

Counters, Shelving

157 W.

NEW MEXICO

IF YOU
LIKED YOUR

j

not. ee me. and see how little
it will cost to have things riKht.
Repairing of all kinds neatly and
promptly attended to.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Heyer. Julia Downs. Albert Telephone
nrown. B. F. Cooper, all of Hever. '
O. C.

YOU THE PROPER

Step Ladders,
ironing Tables,
Kitchen Cabinets,

1

03113-1230-

3912.

'

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

8

-

NOTICE

Corn Meal,
Grains of Gold,

-

For Rates and Full Information Address
0 F. & P. AGENT,

EUGENE FOX,

N'

as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
Estimates and full inforday and
mation cheeerfully given.
IENT

t'

Quaker

ACRES.

IS QUITE SO CONVEN

THE MODERN GRQCERYCO.

I

r For particulars

and illustrated

address,

COL.JAS.W.WILLM)N,Sopt.
ri

nxruirunjvvuvirLr uiruuuiruu

cata-,ogu-

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

1912.

10,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

I

A

JUST

Holiday

HER

IN THE HOTEL LOBBIES,

i

TO

HE WILL

near Silver City, is turning said Johnson yesterday evi'iiiim. "Yon
out something almost us good as sil-- ' don't have to take exetvi.-.,- .
hi re to
vi r copper, " declared Guthrie John-- j
give the lungs a chance in do their
sen, who formerly lived in Santa Fe dee) breathing stunts."
and who is now the star (wirier tor;
the Jlni'Iey base hall team. "No less'
"All Ver the country one hems of
than lull) men are employed at the the 'Old Church' in Santa Ke," ile-hino mine right now and the ore they elared Dr."
II. ilovt last
il. le taking out means prosperity tor he
a representative of the
stopped
that camp and surrounding country. New .Mexican and ashed to he
piloted
Johnson has had phenomenal suc- to the Palace hotPl.
Accompanied by
cess since he has handled the leather Airs.
Iloyt, the physician came all the
pellet for the Hurley nine. He pitch-lefrom
Sioux City, Iowa, traveling!
way
IT games and won 4.i,
his friends in a
and handsome touring
say, and of course, Hurley won the car. powerful
"It is a pleasure to visit an an
of
the
His
southwest.
championship
curves attracted the ball magnates ciont city," he continued, "for the
of Texas and he was asked to go to motorist crossing this continent sees
trust that
the Lone Star Stale, but he declined so many modern ones.
Fe realizes the importance of
He is a
pitcher and when Santa
U"eping up these traditions and see-- '
he gets into action there is slaugliK
at home plate. His training as an nig to it that the charm of an ancient
athlete was of the true western stlo. Spanish city is not destroyed by the!
While not devising ne,v curves, he demands of seekers alter the m w."
Dr. Iloyt's car was
loaded
was on he back of a bronco, trying
uhhj
"
like Santa baggage, for he is on his wn. to the'
drops and
Fc your climate up here is immense."' const.

T:J

JM?

"
.

'

.

PUT ANOTHER

(

FOR ONE WEEK ONLY!

niL-h- t

Elegant Suitings Made
Up in a Classy Style,
Fit Guaranteed

,

j

1

to get you

if you have not been
wearing my suits, as
there is no way out of
if. You MUST see the
advantage of getting
one of my stylish
suits over
the cheap ready-mad- e
kind the kind that
are expensive at any
price.

Lady Glad She Followed

Ala. "For more thnn a
year," writes Myrtle Cothrum, of this
place, "I suffered with tarriblo pains in
my back and head. I hnd :i sallow
complexion, ami my face was covered
with pimples. Our family doctor only
gave me temporary relief.
A friend of nil;u advised nio to
try
Cardui, so I began taking it, at once,
aiid with the best results, for I was
cured after taking two bottles.
My
mother and my aunt have also used
Cardui and were greatly benefited.
I shall always
praise Cardui to siclf
and suffering women."
Xcwbnr,?,

V2

Cardui is a purely vegetable,

mat in

THE PERPLEXING

Christmas Problem
Settled Very Easily

Is

If You're Looking for Something

FOR HER

per-

fectly harmless, tonic remeav for women, and will benefit, young and old.
Its ingredients are mild herbs, having a gentle, tonic effect, on the wo

Something She Will Enjoy Having and Wearing,
Something That Never Goes Amiss, why

manly constitution.
Cardui has helped a million women
hack to health and strength.
Have you tried it? If not, pleas
do. It may be just what you need.

JUST GIVE HER SLIPPERS

t:

II nlf.
Ud:es' Advisory Dept., Chaa-nauc.- 1
Mcduiiie(.ii..rii,!!i nuuc.i, enn., Inr Sprrinl
Instructions, an J
h,,,k. " Hume rieauueal
to Wvucn, iiu in pun wrapper, oo reijueit.

AwrtoRK Letter

J

.jTX

w

If MW'V!

Suggestion.

N. B.

made-to-measur- e

-.- 13?

Results Made This Newbarg

"llui-ley-

YOU

OF HIS SALES ON

bou-i- d

i: T

j

GOOD ADVICE
The

TAILOR IS
MEET

THAN HALF WAY,

MORE

am

FRIEND'S

TO LET YOU KNOW

THE CAPITAL

Flyer!

PAGE THREE

i If You're Looking for Something
www
HIM
rUK

fl

members of the Chinese tongs. The
district attorneys say that actual war
n.
Xew York. Dec.
i'aro exists between the tongs and that
Dressmakers only reliable method by which
milliners are working livelier this thologists can study bird movements this warfare is not con lined to Xeu
.
Recent
winter that thev have in ..emv 'vears illl1 ten wiiere ana now tar tltey ity York, hut it is nation-wide.Chinatown
are said to
here
will
,
.shootings
Aluminum
be
on
bands
,'.
placed
.,"
a part, of it concerted warfare between
logs of young birds found in nests.
tor their customers on time. .ot
Gratitude for her kindness in her the Hi) Sings and the On Deongs.
i.iticty-tivyears has Easier come any (day of prosperity lias prompted Hugh
Step in now and make ;oiir selection.
in the year than
earlier
will in i:ii:i. Hopper,
WILL BAKE BOOKWORMS.
New
Have a
gardener to Clara .Morris, to
Suit for the Holidays.
II will no come its early again for anu. - Hook.
.Montclair, X. .1.. Dec.
work for her eleven
without
years
other eighty-seveyears.
looks alter the grounds 'Worms and bacteria will have short
pay.
Hopper
Faster is .March 2". Not. since in her home, the I'ines, :::', Kiverdale lives in the Montclair free public liIM did it arrive sooner in the year. Avenue.
The fainilv have lived for brary alter a sterilizing device, which
In that year it came
on .March
22. years in the home saved fur them by the board of directors of the library
Xot until after the year itinn will it friends. Clara Morris is ill vears old. has installed, gels down to work.
come so early again.
Sixty-seveEast Side of Plaza.
ci... i,.lfi h
:l
hivaliil K..v..rl years ' l!y this apparatus germs are to
be destroyed by the principal of
years ago and htiy-siyears ago, re- and recently became totally blind.
spectively, Faster came on the same
ohieit of
At the annual meeting of the Dig li ng continued beat. The
date it does in l!H::. The next year,
is
to protect
pa
Sisters it is understood thai Mrs. Wil- ils installation
when Easter will pay an early visit liam K".
trons from danger of contagion and
ot the
founder
the
Vanderbilt,
will
be in 19tu, when it will arrive movement
li. 111 12.
books
will endow the organiza- tit the same lime preserve
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES Dec.
ihal have been in homes where conNotice is hereby given that Felipe March 2 1.
tion with half a million
dollars
to
I'll
hi'eat Faster of the Xineteenth make ils work
diseases have prevailed.
I.in.ti'o, heir to .Maria l.ucero, Decsd..
MASCN".C.
permanent. In addi- tagious
al,fi Twentieth centuries was in KS.")!!. tion
The heat is supplied by gas Jets in
she will announce that she has al-Montezuma Lodge of Galisteo, X. fti., who, on May 2!tli.
it fell on April 21.
the base of a metal cabinet. TemperIn IMS and
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Something that He Will Enjoy Wearing and that Will
Be a Source of the Greatest Comfort to Him, why then
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Don't fail to see our most
Beautiful Line of Hosiery.
There is nothing more ac
ceptable or highly appreciated than hosiery for Xmas
presents. We have them
in all kinds and prices for
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Santa Fe Lodge of Pev-fection No. 1, 14th de- gree. Ancient and Ac-oepted Scottish Rite of
Free Masonry meets on
the third Monday of each month at
7.30 o'clock in the evening in Mason-- j
lo Hall, south side of Plaza. Visiting!
Scottish Rite Masons are cordially in-vted to attend.
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MRS. GIBSON VISITS FIFTH AVENUE FOR FASHION HINTS.
THE NEW MEXICAN

WOMAN WRITER

TELLS WHAT

SHE

SEES

ON

TRIP TO STYLISH

NEW YORK.

SHORTEST LfNE TO

1

JAMES A. MASSIE. 32,
,s

H. F.

Denver, Colorado

Venerable Master.
STEPHENS, Secretary.

Springs and Pueblo

J

B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe LodgeXo.
460,

2A

P. O. E..

B.

holds

TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS

its

regular
session on the sec
ond
and fourth
Wednesday c each
month. V i i i t ing
brothers are Invit-

NEW MEXICAN

BUILDING

AT

OR UNION

DEPOT

C

ed and welcome.

FRANK T. BLANDY,
Exalted Ruler,
P: M. A. LIENAU,
Secretary.
Santa
13314,

Fe
SI.

Camp
W. a.

l

meets second Tues-- ;
day each month, social meeting third
Tuesday at Fire- - f
man's Hall. Visit- ing nergnbors welcome.
A. G. WHITTIER, Consul,

"My artist took sketches as we strolled up Fifth avenue.
hats!"- - Mrs. tlibscm in a note to the Xew .Mexican editor.

CHAS. A. RISING, Clerk.
ODD

FELLOWS,

.No. 2, I. O. O. F.
J)) Santa Fe Lodgt

meets
regulaiij
every Thursday evening at 8 o'clock
in Odd Fellows Hall. Visiting brotherg always welcome.
-

FRATERNAL UNION OF AMERICA.
Lodge No. 259. holds its regular
meeting on the first Thursday of each
month at Fireman's ball at 7:30 p. m.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel- J. A. RAEL, F. M.
cme.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.

Of course, you don't care anything
at all about Fifth avenue, New York
should say.
Citv
Oh dear' N'Yok,
But the stern editor of the New Mexi-- j
'can told me to "just take a trip down
to Xew York as soon as you can get
ready" and he said he said: "See the
things on Fifth avenue because the

KIP

Ameri-

can Yoemen.

Meets first

day

clothes, but Lor', double- - notice

month at the
MRS. GIBSON.
Firemen's Hall.
H. Foreman, A. E. Robinson.
'missus tells me that Fifth avenue
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
is the best place in the world to
'see fashions at this time of the year."
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
See the things! Dry goods, milli
nery, gowns or did he just mean huDepartment of the Interior, tr. S. man things? Why, of course, he
Land Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico. meant fashions! There isn't an edi- -

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

F. S. Land Office
Mexico. November

Notice

is

at Santa Fe,

2,

Xew

1912.

hereby given that Atilano

Sanchez, of Stanley, New Mexico, who
on August
1II02, made homestead
XW
entry Xo. (117117:1-7- XI, for SE

SV

E

Section 24, and
Section 25. TownshiD
X., Range 10 E., N. M. P. Meridian,
!,ils liled notice of intention to make
three-yeaproof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
Harry C. Kinsell, v. c. Commr., at
Stanley, New Mexico, on the tith day
of January, 1913.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ventura Baros, Paulin Gutierrez,
Victor Acuna. Luis R. Sanchez, all of
Stanley, X .M.
MANTEL li. OTERU,
Register.
NE

NYV

11

j

r

tor

in the world who knows anything and down the Avenue at least once 'hand dollar pearl necklace as
calmly
about fashions and here was my edi-day but as they usually end at at' ' would buy a pound of cheese. It
toI"s u''Mlant way of starting me out restaurants where
her
15
minutes to buy
only about
they eat" innuinor
" '8ee
F,f,h
able French pastries or toasted Eng.:'" Pearl it had taken the man seven
.,he ,hlng8
i nave uerii uu rum avenue tor a lisn nmmns witn
"
icionu
yueen
jam, wane bemoaning
I have been
week.
in the smartest their stoutness, thev do not gain much madp ""' "'earing of pearls fashionshops, seen the newest fashions, and by their slow saunter alone th( mile cble: before she wore them they were
watched the tiesl and bewitchingest w here everybody seems rich
n(1 thought to bring tears to their posses
sors.
women and girls walk up Fifth ave- - happy.
r.ue. May I tell it to you as I see it?
t; iris." young and old. who momeii
The wav th women ,.arrv them
Oh, it's busy on Fifth avenue! .Ma- - selves looks most peculiar to anyone ade the Avenue are wearing the heavy
shoe, with low square
dame .Millionaire just in from her not following the vagaries of fashion, boxed, bull-docountry home at Newport directs 11 is almost impossible to describe the heel. It is very ugly, especially with
".lawn" to stop at Sherry's for tea, droopy way in which four out of five the tight skirls which show no enlargeor she alights at one of those exclusive of the women on the avenue walk ment at the feet as yet. Only a wohops which sell only to the moderately Jiend your knees slightly, making a man who is sure of her position in sosuch ugly
rich as a favor. Mary Garden, swath- - inward curve to your hips, then let ciety would dare wear
ed in furs, French fashion, although it your shoulders settle as you deliber-i- s shoes.
A Fweet-facechorus girl preceeded
still rather warm, is motoring to ately drag your feet. Xow look at
me
into the most wonderful jewelry
hoot
her
maker's, for notwithstanding yourself in the class, and von will cet
:c
huop in uie ttona. bile was not well
Marv hnvs lier eowiiK in Ppria bI.o hua Hia. irl
n
ifB'
'dressed, and her buckled shoes were
vnrt.
nil her -alines marie in Vo. v. ...- fai
i,
mii
u
nit
ii, iinr oiuut
worn down at the heels, but it was
which makes the shoes of the fash- - man.
easy to see the man with her had
fionable people all over the world.
Drifting into the world's greatest1 money. They strolled
ovjr to a showThat dainty creature over there in jewelry store, the clerk told me that' case which
held
million dollars
the white accordion skirt, taupe plush the rich society woman does not buy worth of jewelry.three
There the man
is
Billie
and
coat
hat
Burke, who is diamonds any more, they are too corn- hmiPllt U thmiUUIwl rinll.m o..,.t.lii- - ....!
just now said to be the best dressed mon. Miss Newlyrich must have a d!amond rinK and as tne
Xook off
woman in New ,ork She is probably string of pearls or at least large pearl her worn
glove and put it on. she
ear drops or a ring to let evervone had a
going to the Knickerbocker for tea.
triumphant smile on her Iius.
Most all the women of the smart know she is it.
Her story was told then and there to
ei are too rai ior me present iasnion I was at tins sliop when a woman the looker-on- ;
who wondered if the
and it is quite the thing to walk up came in and bought a hundred thou girl knew its end spelled
tragedy.
j
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If you use embossed stationery, you
can do no better than place your order with the Xew Mexican Printing
company, prices will be quoted upon

request.
strictly

Our styles and

forms

!

j

F. W. FARMER
Homestead No.
2879,

Of course,

THE BUSY WOMAN'S DAY.
It begins early, ends late, and Is
full of work. She often has kidney
trouble without knowing it. Her back
aches, and she is tired and worn out.
Sleeps poorly, is nervous, no appetite.
Her bladder gives her trouble too.
Foley Fidney Pills will cure all that
and make her strong and well. They
are the best medicine made for kid
ney and bladder disorders, For sale
by all druggists.
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YOU KNOW

A MAN

Who Has

t

KIDNEY TROUBLE
Many Have

j TELL HIM
X

of

I

Faywood Hot Springs

l

In
NEW

MEXICO.

IT WILL CURE HIM
And

Make A Friend For You.

are

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.

.

Department of the Interior, TJ. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.. November 23, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Anacleto
Contreras, of Santa Fe, N. M., who,
on October 12, intiU, made Homestead
Xo. 0771, for S.
XW.
S
NE.
Section 4, Township IS K,
Range 10 E., N. M. V. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make five
year proof, to establish claim to the
land above described,
before
Register and Receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M.,
on January 9, 191:5.
Claimant names
as witnesses:
Rafael Montoya, of Santa Fe, X. M.;
Marcelo Jitninez. of Santa Fe, X. M.;
Macario Jiminez of Santa Fe, X. M.:
Bonifacio Lucero, of Santa Fe, X. M.
2

MANTEL

2

R. OTERO,

Register.
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TO RECOGNIZE CHINA.
Several pitchers fielded perfectly,
EM1L MIGNARD0T
WILLIAM FAR.4H
ftobiiison of Pittsburgh soing thirty-- j
Portland, Ore., Dec. 10. The Chinthree games without an error, and ese republic probably will be recogBrown of lioston and Willis of St. nized formally by the United States
'Louis, each thirty-ongames.
after the January elections which are
to be held in China. This opinion is
contained in a letter from Secretary
CALLAHAN WILL
of State Knox, transmitted today to
at which Harry X. Hempstead will he .threat not to play with the Chicago
MAKE TRADES the Portland chamber of commerce.
ONE-LEGGEchosen president and .Manager .Mc- - Nationals next year. The fans believe
D
BOY WILL
to
allowed
York
been
Tinker should have
j(iraw vice president of the New
WOOL MARKET.
in W'ithniit
r'U,v.,.or, nn
entfr
!ro to Cincinnati. Tinker In inclined
'club.
,
T.. 1(1 T,., lino- ...
blame
the
lo
for
Eevers
collapase
expectations
al"great
Obtaining
for
Arbitration of the claim
is
wool
domestic
reported to be very
MILE WALK leged breach of contract by Robert the deal.
GO ON
Callahan of the White Sox intends to
but holders refuse to shade
light
of
the
corridors
the
around
snoop
Bresnahan against the St. Louis
bulk of sales in terri- Congress hotel next week during the values. The
tional league baseball club, probably PITTSBURG LEADS
Montana
with
stock
staples
u
tory
American League meeting to see
AND
HE'S ALSO AN EXPERT TENNIS PLAYER, BOXER, SWIMMER
will, be placed in the hands of the
wools
are
26 cents.
'
Fleece
'n
llirnwn
rr
rJuvfnfr
. .
nil
talent
the
bring
"
Ui
SECOND
LEG.
til
"
2
PHILLIES
t"J'"B
'S'alional commission instead of MisWRESTLER, DESPITE HANDIC AP OF HAVING ONLY 'ONE
Old
Delaine
washed
Ohio
firm,
line
.sell?'
at
ten
be
to
had
can
rough
market
the
souri courts. This was" the agreesouth Hide team for next season. ing at 34 cents. Medium lieeces are
'.Al'.
;the
ment of counsel for both sides, reachPittsburgh: VhichJiiushed second it ... .
in small supply and selling at 30 to
nn ,,
trafW ...
ed this afternoon .prior to a meeting the National League race last season.
vpstp,.(lj)V.
.,llld do 31- - cents for' Ohio. The demand foi
.eu u,e league in neiuing uj
of the league directors.
""'?" jriol kuow what players will be offered pulled wool is fair,
55San francisca Street.
':
" ""Z
I have not even made up,
trade.
Uus "'lifer
ning Giants were seventh.
Cologne,. Germany. Dec. 10,-- The
lnv mind v, !l!lt ,)layprs , woua be will-shown by the official holding averages,'.
tQ u
of A j call say ,s Ula, ,ives of Europeans along the river
r .rates
the
made public yesterday
mu q
dea, whi(.h
COUGHING AT NIGHT
Sestos, in Liberia, are threatened by
"
team Liberian soldiers, according to a dis-Ithe
w:.l . strengthen
One bad cough can keep the whole
t0 tne cologne Gazette from family awake at night. Phil. Disor-neav.;:, anybody starts talking
uiai. nil uianis
.
whUa ov i,P ,psr his vi
Schaffer, ' Mich., says: "I could
New York, Dec. 10. Members of are next to last, with .!i."ii, two points
the
and
Ed
that
stops
with
Walsh,
n is a(t(jed ti,at t,e Europeans are not sleep on account of a bad cough,
all the fifteen teams were still on the ahead of Boston, which fielded as it
.here."
to leave the country. The and I was very weak. I used Foley's
game
right
preparing
track at Madison Square Garden at 8 finished in the race last.
to President
.Johnson, rip...,,..,. ohont Panllier is lvinir at Honey ntid Tar Compound, and soon
According
a. m. today wh'.u the six day bicycle
Of individual players, Dau'oeri led II, ere is no ration in sight among the
bpfore the town of Sasl0s an(J the cough left and I slept soundly all
race had been in progress for thirty- - the first baseman, with Saier a close club owners, lo make the leagues'.andlor
,,,.,.,
nhr,!,t v.wr off innrn. night." For sale by all druggists.
two hours. At that, hour the riders second, while Kgan of Cincinnati wasittI111Uil mpeting lively; consequently,
via.
had covered 676 miles, 1 lap, and were far ahead of the other regulars among ule time is exnected to be spent in
8 miles and 8 laps ahead of the rec- second suckers in percentage.
Loberl
' BRITISH
the pennant to Boston, con-BATTLtanlr ol IN iS
, ......
...
...... .....w.. n,c ihirH- awarding
r.-,- .
ord.
v.. .i.mi.,,i..ii,,
........1-1,niuesms.
a m IINKNDWM 5TPAMPR
la.""'.!
giauiiauii.
The teams were still bunched at 2 baseman, as he fielded .970 in sixty Stahl ami MeRoy, and in lying the
o'clock and the end of the 38th hour four games, second man among the "roner strne.s for deals ii players.
Devonport, England, Dec. 10 The
and
with a score of 7!I2 miles flat. Hilles-Clar- regulars being Hyrne of Pittsburgh,
British battleship Centurion collided
GYMNAC:UM MAT WAS
in 130 games.
were pacing the bunch. The with
Wagner the
CAU..E OF BLOOD POISON, with and sank an unknown steamer
Pirate veteran, was easily the premier
former record for the hour was 7
Dec. 10. Two today olT this port. The bows of the
AVash.,
Seattle.
miles.
shortstop.
inoculated
last week with battleship were damaged and she is
pips
guinea
Pittsburgh players w ere also to the germs from the University of Wash- - returning to Devonport.
fore among the outfielders, Donlin,;
iu uamuBe io uie i.emunui.
to
determine;
gymnasium
OLD CATCHERS
Fare for the
One and One-thi- rd
Leach (later with Chicago) and Carey ington
:hc mat used liv" the wrest- - caused u. uer alienor uemg uine::
NOT NECESSARV being among the. first seven. .Marsans, line squad was the source of bacteria throneh her bows The battleship has ..... .
Round Trip
of Cincinnati is sandwiched between
M,,
Ktnrlent athletes col- - arrived off P mouth Sound but no
ii. , li ik-f,,.,i1
New
ALL
POINTS IN NEW MEXICO.
TO
Wheat of
Murray of
with ,the shore . has
died yester
mmunjivition
Says Henry P. Edwards Jn the York and Brooklyn.
of Philadelphia im- tracted b'ood posioning,
Paskert
far.
thus
permitted
;
Cleveland Plain Dealer:
dav. E; :iination of the germs ob
$18.70'
Denver, Colo.,
a
.
ii
i i
iw, t
Age in a catcher does nos seem to; mediately following. Lnnv-io5tm. tallica Uc.il me mai snoweu nun
Pickrai,'E
16.50
.
b'., as much a necessity as it was a few
Colorado
r
Springs,.
Gibson and Kellv are three men pad was inhabited by COO germs to the
veni's ntm
Many niHnMffers have ar-- on,
ef
The
financial
market
"u-.i
in a row among the catchers, only , square i". u,
Pueblo, Colo., . . . 15.15
gued that they absolutely must have
the city takes sort of a
Needhain of, Chicago. poisoning organisms.
17.15
j veteran
backstocp in order to put tin topped by'
Canyon City,
sardonic deli ght in watchany fight at all in the pennant race.'
the
the
curves
of
poor
ing
iMany a failure to finish well up in the
Dates of Sale, Dec. 23, 24, 25.
fool who thinks he is
-- .jrace has been
attributed to the lack
30and3I; alsoJan. 1, 1913.
it.
fooling
of an experienced receiver.
Good for Return Passage until Jan. 3d
As the managers held to this belief.
"The City" H. B. Koch
the catching veterans were forced to
catch practically all the games, being
The same rates will apply for students
excused only when they were injured.
and
exuept a minimum fure of
unusual for a catcher;
$5.00 will be collected and tickets will be on
jit was nothing
to work in 100 a few years ago. It
tuilaon day school closes and one day therewas different this year. Stallage and.
after, on presentation of certificates issued
by schools and signed by proper officer.
Sweeney were the only ones in the
VARIETY
LARCEST
FINEST QUALITY
Limit of such tickets will be Jan. 6, 1913.
American league to catch more than
CHAS. GALBRAITlT, THE
liOXElt, SWIMMER, TEN- 100 games, while Meypi's and Archer
NIS PLAYER AND PEDESTRIAN, WHO HAS STARTED ON A 1200 .MILE were the National pair to accomplish
For particulars'call on anyAgt.
WALK.
he same feat.
of the A., T. & S. F.R'y.
Washington Gels Along.
Spokane, Wash., Dec. 0. Chas. S. i the Olympic club. He is a powerful
H.S.LUTZ.Agt., Santa Fe, N. M.
athlete, has swimmer, and despite the handicap! Washington managed to get along
Galbraith, a
and
catchers
the
three
'Without
to
a
one
on
aged
of
be
a
but one leg, is conceded to
walk
San Francisco,
started
of the best short distance men in the youngsters, Ainsmith, Henry and Wil-- I
distance of over 1200 miles.
Galbraith's schedule calls for 30 northwest. As a boxer he shows to ltalllis. worked in a most, credible'
miles a day, which will keep him on the least advantage, being compelled fashion, so well in fact that Washing-- !
the road 30 days, barring mishaps. rn use a crnt-- h whirl, l.amneva Inn ton WOUld have no trouble ill Selling;
No effort will be made to reach towns movements of his arms. But as a the trio for a fancy price. O'Niel and
4 Horse Power
Cleveland's pair of youngsters,
for overnight stops, as the handicap- - wrestler he is a dangerous opponent. Adams, SS
two!
were
but
EDGE" the only Indies' shoe drcBiiiK that
"CUT
games,
caught
they
PRICE, $165.00
ped young pedestrian will carry blan- Here he discards the crutch and backstops that. did show the need
positively ninraina Oil. Blacks and INiliKlic
of;
nml cliilili'en'x bouts and eli'3, shines without rub
kets and a small supply of food.
makes his fight from the mate. Hi's mm'p f.vnpl'lVliro Innt ann to a nnm.
With
Imported Magneto.
l,(1.
"FRENCH
GLOSS,"
Wnq,!l5c
Galbraith is 21 years of age and has powerful arms, perfect development
Motorcycle without a doubt with trouble
"DANDY" combination ll,r c'( anins avl polishing
man as is Cady of
left at the factory.
paratively
young
l"c.
8.1c.
"STAR"siae,
k
or
tan
inda
ruwet
f
ell
shoes,
exbeen crippled all his life. He is an
and
condition the Boston Red Sox. Both are stars.
splendid
physical
"QUICK WHITE" (in ltjiotdform with eKiiire)cufcksiiot'K. l"c.&2.
can'
ivhitcnsdirrv
is
Ivrlcansand
pert tennis player, swimmer, boxer make up for the loss of the limb.
'
Chicago picked up a pair of promising
"A..BO" CLEANS and WHITENS canvas shoes. Ir.(
In walking, Galbraith
and wrestler. The agility with which
employs a kids in Kuhn and Schalk, both of
l.oxin, v hl ,
round white c.ikcs p icked in z
he gets around with the aid of one long swing made possible by the pow- whom are booked to stick around a
tjioiijre, lac. la haudbocw,l.,ir.;oaiinniuuin Boxes
vviih sponge, y5c.
crutch in a tennis game is remark- er of his arms, and he can easily do few years.
ke
"EM!F." cnmMnatton for crentlcmen who
able. In the city consolation cham- five miles an hour.
pihk'in haviiifr thi'ir shoes look A I, liostori'fln I'olo:
The National league has more vet-- i
brush
shocn.
Jolleh
vl:h
unci Insttrctoall bls'k
The young athlete will carry a mes- era n catchers
pionships, held under the auspices of
or clot li, t'S cents. "BABY ELITE" size, n cwitn.
or
than the
!f viiirilf:Uor lo'not. keep lliO liitul y.m whiu sen,
the Spokane Tennis club here this sage from Mayor Hindley of Spokane, lather, it had more whenAmerican,
cli.i!H;CRp;lid.
In ;:!, n ps I,,
Ihe season
WHiTTEMOHE BROS. 4 CO.,
to
Franwon
to
the
of
;
his
chief
Galbraith
San
the
executive
way
spring,
ended. But there is no telling what
20-2LIGHT SILENT AND RKLIABI.K,
Albany Streot, Cambrltiae, IVi:Sr
.get
s
in a field of over 70 con- cisco, and will get the signatures of will be the future of
The Oldest and .nnyst Mairtfactnrersv
Roger'Bresnahan
BROS-- ,
the
World.
in
PASH
Affts., SantaFe
Polislus
Shoe
the mayors of the principal towns and John Kling.
testants, the best in the northwest.
Roger however,
As a fancy driver he took third through which he passes.
2S
caught but
games during the 1912
Galbraith is not doing the walk on campaign. He did not overwork him-place in the dual meet between the
Y. M. C. A., which he represented, and a bet.
self in actual warfare. Dooin, Meyers,
G:bson and McLean are other National
1
recievers of experience.
Among the
who were Simon and
HOW'D YOU LIKE TO BE A WORLD'S CHAMPION? youngsters
Kelly of Pittsburgh, Wingo of the Car--;
IN 3 YEARS. WOLGAST'S EARNINGS jdinals ('with !)S games to his credit).;
Rariden of the Boston,
Killifer of
'
Philadelphia and Miller of Brooklyn.
riom Clarke of Cincinnati might be
HEADQUARTERS FOR
HE HASN'T MADE IT ALL IN PURSES;
SOME
IT
CAME
OF
classed as a semi-vet- .
THROUGH BETS, BUT HE HAS GRABBED THAT MUCH AND HE'S
Birmy Wants a Vet.
THROUGH BETS, BUT HE HAS GABBED THAT MUCH AND HE'S
Despite the success attained by all
SAVED MOST OF IT, TOO.
these young catchers. .Manager Birni-- :
Stage money is not as easy as it might seem, according to Tom Jones, ingham of the Naps is a. firm believer
Ad Wolgast's manager. Jones has had a great deal of experience in that
,i a big league club must have al
line and objects to it being referred to it as "soft money."
least one heady catcher of experience.
"The only way for a lighter to get money is to fight for it," says a reciever may be, he is of little valui-Jones. "I venture to say that Ritchie will not average more than $1000 a He argues that no matter how brainy!
AND
week for the time he is before the footlights, and when you deduct hotel! a receiver may be, he Is of little value
bills, sparring partner expenses and incidentals there is not a great deal tc a major league organization until
left. During the three years that Wol jast held the title he put in but six- - he has served his time and learned
teen weeks on the stage. YVhen he first won the championship he was on the batters and made them a study.
" don't care how good a thrower a!
the road nine weeks, and when Ad was recovering from the operation he
was seven weeks in vaudeville. Ad did not make much and decided to cut young catcher is." remarked
ranks of the "Money Boy" minstrels
HONEV BOV EUrtNS
HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
to be starred by A. If. Woods in "The
it out. Ad fought for his money and earned close to $210,000."
Birmingham yesterday.
Time Pieces That Are
According to Jones, the following was some of the big money earned 'care if he goes through a season withFascinating Widow." He left the
OCCASIONALLY.
.
Reliable!
out a passed ball or an errer. He is
ranks of the minstrel troupe shortly
by Wolgast in the ring', not to mention tho bets cashed:
WEEK
NEXT
,,500 iot as valuable to his team as the
after the "Honey Hoy" became its
February S, 1911 K. o. Brown, in Philadelphia
has
March 3 K. O. Brown, in New York
owner, and the latter was at first
047 veteran who makes his errors and bat-Minstrelsy will be presented on a dubious lest a worthy successor could !"
March 17 George Memsic, in Los Angeles
9.204 llis Passed halls, hut knows the
pitcher
500 tfcrs and can coach the
March 31 Anton I.a Grave, in San Francisco
mammoth scale by an all star cast be found for him. The niche left va- telligently."
April 1C O. R. llogan, in New York
when George Evans and his "Honey cant by his departure has been more
May 20 Frankie Burns, in San Francisco .
7,500
capably filled by Charles Hil-D....
,,!,. ihoi ,Jthan
Hard, a crraduate of the University of I
5.MC 'PICK CHANCF
July 4 Owen Moran, in San Francisco .
I
sr a a
sr ma
"11 0 tf1oTn hl
pearance in Santa Fe at the ElkS Ort.,I, PnnnliTiQ
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
2,800
May 11, 1912 Willie Ritchie, in San Francisco
TO LEAD REDS theater 011 Thursday, December 19. experience in this line of acting in
Daniels, in St. Joe, Mo.. . .'.
1,500
May
June 4 Young O'Brien ,in Philadelphia .
Although this is the sixth season of his collegiate days.
G,00o
AND
'
Hilliard is seen in the role of an al
21,197
July 4 Joe Rivers, in Los Angeles..
Chicago. Dec. 10 Baseball critics tn's U'S minstrel aggregation that it
octoroon
1,030 low nick Frank Chance, deuosed man-- ' nas Mot been here before was due to luring, fashionably-gowneJuly 29 Two bots, Grand Rapids, Mich
t r.oiV ,r,pr of the Chi on.en
Ted Moloney, in Philadelphia
August
Nationals, as the booking arrangements that swung its jn the screamingly funny afterpiece of
November 4 Joe Mandot, in New Orleans .
Go Lightly
10,000 leader of the Cincinnati Reds in 1913. route in a different direction when this year's
show, "De
November 28 Willie nitchie, in San Francisco . , .'
Evans is at all
15,000 .'Harry Herrman announced as soon as it was in this vicinity. Because of the Guards' Reception."
,
All told, Wolgast has made over $100,000 in purses during the last the Tinker deal was off ho would take tremendous interest that is being times the instigator of the mirth-pro- '
three years.
,
up negotiations with Chance, and in- - evinced on all sides over the coming creatine situations in this musical
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
as' the peerless leader is al- here of the minstrel favorites, the comedy closing part,
ready the property of Cincinnati the theater management deems it fitting
The "Honey Boy" appears as "Ci-tgive a brief sketch of its history cero Didimus Jones" and "General
McCarty lips the scale at about 20.". only thing that stands in the way of
FANS CAN NOT
naming him manager is an agreement for the benefit of the theatrical client-- ! Woof Woof." He Is initially presencn salary.
DOPE OUT FIGHT
ted of Santa Fe.
cd as a fugitive from justice and an
THEY WILL ARBIThATE
IF1NE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
It is generally believed that Chance
The "Honey Hoy" Minstrels with alimony-seekinand later,
BRESN AHAN'S CLAIMS
wench,
ON THE COAST
would accept 1111 offer to lead the Reds.;
KFamilf Trade Supplied.
Evans, tho "Honev Bov" from Mrth- - wn.,a nt hrih nf txvn dnl- New York, Dec. J.O. Having tenia-- TIic flat rsf"sal of "resident Murphy whom the organization derived
its iars and a quarter which he never
259 San Francisco St.
SANTA FE, N. M.
Los Angeles, Calif. Dec. 10. I'ntil
name as the star, was organized by receives and hunger, majestic in its
tivelv decided vestfidav to arbitrate
,11
the gong taps at 10 o clock tonight in Missouri
"1P NeW York P'oducing firm of Co- - proportions, he is prevailed upon to
iccT
the claim of Roger Bres- - ,Z
for their
fight, the fistic sit- nalian for allegeu breach cf contract Chance will be the choice. Herrman.
"The Floral Cower" is the noaien
uation as between Luther McCarty, against the St. Louis Club, directors however, has also said lie would give the pathway of popularity aud success
for three seasons under the capable of the scenfcally beautiful
opening
the .Missouri wnite nope, ana Jtm 0( the National
r.11
Chance
were prepared
opportunity to get out of
the Naliunal League if he desired it.! direction of this firm, the "Honey- part, which first discloses the black- Flynn, of Pueblo, will remain as puz- - for a brief ecssion this afternoon
statefunniakas
and
the
dancers
:
who,
face
Cali-Boy",
paradoxical
songsters,
to forecasters as the late
DISTRIBUTOR OF
Clnuice ij quoted ns raying he
ceding the annual league moeilng.
e
on a ter- fornia political situation. Vp to and This, forenoon the Fittsbv.rs club
would not manage the Reds for a mrnt. may seem, is a clever business pi s seated in a
the final hours today, first ranged to hold its annual flection cf salary less than $2;,i)n:) a year. The: man as well as a thespian, purchased raced dias. "Seminary Days" is the
manager is not expected to re- - 'traupe- Klnce IK- "as Decome us soie song and dance creation second pan.
McCarty. then Flynn. slid into the officers in .lersey City. Harney
BUD WEISER IN BOTTLES
mo-- ;
of favorite. Wagerers chang-- fuss will be
presidrr.t and tire from baseDail if a satisfactory ' owner tne success that was formerly Evans, in his merry monologue
of all kinJs of Soda Waters made from Pure Distilled
Manufacturer
its portion has continued to mark its ments, and Tommy Hyde, the world's
ed their minds often and the odds W. H. Locke, secretary. It was thought ofTed is made him.
a
with
shoe
water.
of
tours
soft
a
the
be
would
also
there
dancer,
Meantime
the
in
Cubs
are
Agent for Aztec Spring Mineral Water.
greatest
country,
either
the
late
were unsteady
meeting
day.
hustling for:
Flvnn said today he expected to today or tomorrow of the executors a shortstop to fiill Tinker's shoes in! Julian Eltinge, the famous person- elevers saltatorial exhibition,, feature
TELEPHONE 35 J 0 '"-- ' "
. Santa Fe, New Mex.
- the estate of the late John T. Brush j the event Joe
makes good on his j ator of girlkind, was taken from the the olio.
enter the ring weighing about 19C
:!
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Angeles and then go t: San Diego
where he will take a peep at the prep
111
wnich
arations r.ir an e.jiosti-iNew Mexii'o may take a prominent
(Owing to the great interest mani- part in VM" with Arizona and the
fested in the Personal Column, the southwest.
New Mexican requests its readers to
Page I!. Otero, chief depmy game
stnd in by mail (a postcard will do) warden is back from the Pecos where
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for 'he
reports the fish fry recently "plant-ledthis column.
By doing so the readare
very well. Tie- weath- ers will confer a favor on the New er was 5 doing
below zero, he says.
ComMexican and on their friends.
Came Warden do Haca lias returnmunications sent by mail should bear ed from
the Duke City whore ho purof
the signature
the writer).
chased a new Ford car which he is

IE 3!

SUGGESTIONS FOR

Arts

;

-

-

Wheelbar- Wagons,
Automobiles,
Bicycles,
Fumi
Dolls
Trunks,
rows, Chairs, Writing Desks, Tables,
ture Sets, Drums, Cradles, Tpol Chests. Trains, Horse
and Wagon, ChiVia Closets, Bureaus, Moving Picture Machines," Dishe's, Doll Beds, Tree Ornaments and hundreds
of other articles.

"

for the

big

driving.

Policeman Marshal I).
Loveless left lodit y for riianni.
Mrs. Elias ("lurk, of Alcalde, Is a visitor in the fit y. tier husband is the
well known merchant.
tluthrie Johnson, formerly a resident here and now living in Hurley,
was in the city yesterday.
Sheriff Abe Hixenbaugh of Haion,
Colfax county, arrived yesterday and
is stopping at the Montexunia hotel.
W. I). Shea, the hustling traveling
U. (j.,
passenger agent oi! the 1).
.
leaves today for Kspanokt and
Mounted

LITTLE FOLKS,

folks.

Smoking Jackets, Bath Robes, Fine Umbrellas, Suit
Cases and Traveling Bags, Leather Collar Boxes, Gloves.
Ties and Handkerchiefs, Collapsible Felt Covered Card
Doillies
Tables, Linen Lunch Cloths, Dresser Scarfs,
and Guest Towels. Hand Bags, Silk Hose, Silk Kimonas
and a large assortment of Japanese Bamboo Baskets in
all the new shapes.

Call and See Us.

Copenhagen, Denmark.

Former Penitentiary

Warden

cieo-- :

fes Romero is here from I. as Vegas.
He is accompanied by bis sou. t'leol'es
Romero, Jr.
Antonio A. Vahlez and Cipriano Sal-- i
.
av.av are in the city from Tierra
Mr. Valdez. owns a hotel there
ii nd
is on his way to southern California.
Mr. and Mrs. K. X. Pratt left on the
evening train for Hoseobell, Wisconsin, where Mr. Pralt. will take charge
Ania-lilla-

s,

i

--

contracts.
They will visit Chicago and other
cities, returning here in the .spring.
Dr. and Mrs. W. II. Hoyl of Sioux
City. Iowa, arrived here last night on
a big touring car.
They are leaving
today for the const after spending the
morning sightseeing, nr. Iloyt is one
of the most prominent physicians of

'of some large

ISELIGMAnBROS.COMPANYJ

UNITED STATES BANK

& TRUST-CO-

.

U. II. I'eddow, state mine inspector,
was in the city today, having been
subpoenaed to serve on the V. S. jury.
He was excused.
The inspector called on Governor McDonald and other
officials today. He is on his way to
the Colfax coal region.
Miss Eleanor Marron,
sister of

Does a General Banking Business
Your Patronage Solicited
B. LAUGH

UN, President

J.

building

Iowa.

CAPITAL 850,00000;;

W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier.

B. LAMY.

Frank Marron deputy stare irer.surer,
arrived in Santa Fe Sunday and will
make her home here with her brother. .Mr. Marron has rented a cozy
cottage on Palace avenue where he
anil his sister will enjoy all the comforts of home life. Aliss Marron will
be especially welcomed by the younger set. and her brother who is still a
bachelor will no longer wander from

FOR SALE

I

AT A BARGAIN t

6Room House with Bath and Electric Lights;
lot has a frontage of 1 50 feet, 50 fruit trees and
Jawn. Location one block and a half from State

O. C. WATSON & CO. I
INSURANCE

-

REAL

ESTATE

SURETY BONDS.

Phone, Red 189.
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

119 San Francisco St.,

MULLIGAN & RISING,
.

FUNERAL DIRECTORS

License Numbers,

Day or Night Phone, IJO Red.

66-6- 7.

Next

Door

to

Poetof f ice,
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air mill

Capitol Building.

'

Springfield municipal building.
Numerous letters between- - Young
and McN'ninara were produced for examination by Young.
"Did you ever point, out to .McManigal tt spot in the opera house in Bos-Ioand say "put a shot in there and
blow it to hell." asked attorneys for
the defense.
"I
"1 did not," answered Young.
never talked to any one about blowing
tip any place and never saw dynamite

in my life."
Shown cancelled $l,nmi checks pay-- !
able to McN'amara and marked "by
order of the executive hoard" which
Ihe guvi rnmeiit (barges enabled Mc-- I
Namara to carry on a "dynamiting

'ew York, X. Y., Dec.
to sell stocks poured in on brokers today and during the first hours of trading the stock market was in a
condition, i'rices broke
sharply to the low level of the present
dovvnard movement which has been in
progress for more than a week, the
average for the leading railroad and
industrial stocks fell to less than :!
points above the low average for the
year, reached in February.

I'nittd States

Steel dropped to
Amalgamated ( opper to To
Lehigh ValReading To 1(15
ley to HIT and Vnion Pacific to Kil,
losses of nearly 3 points on the (lay.
Among the less active stocks, declines
were more severe running as high as
1" in the case of Lackawanna and 11
in National Biscuit.
At noon there
was a sharp rally and the losses were
ti l

made up.
The present downward movement
began on Monday of last week on the
'

NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
104 DON GASPER

ST.

and ibc I' est

calnpaign" on
ling from Boston

jobs

non-unio-

to

Bos

Where

extend--

Young said he did not learn McN'a-- j
inara receiwd that money until after-the Hitter's arrest.
Thomas Kearns, Still, Bake City,'
Utah, former I'niied States senator,
'testified this afternoon concerning the
character of J. lv Maimcy, a defendant.
When Kearns replied to a. question
'that Munscy's reputation lor "peace
and quiet" was 'very good" the gov-eminent objected and Kearns altered
his reply to "good." Other witnesses
had said Munsey was implicated in
riots in Salt Bake City and helped
'hide .1. 15. McN'amara, the Bos Auge-- i
les Times dynamiter.
'

SOLDIERS

ATTACK

A

THE

FRESH EGGS
GRANULATED BLOOD,

.

.

Governs

Ihe

Absolute

Cer-Certain-

S.

KAUNE

&

POULTRY FOOD

GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

Cay4ofRoad

scribes were inform-- j
ed that Santa Fe is also awaiting de-- !
tails of the wedding which was to
have taken place yesterday.

ty

BARRETT

AND

BE SURE

JOSEPH

ASSERTS CANAL

Atlanta, Ca., Dec. 10.J Director
buJohn Barrett, of the
reau, addressing the Panama confer- tnrtnv
evnressed the otiinion
that President Taft had made a Rreat
tolls nt the
n, .,!,, in ivtnr
high rate of $1.20 per ton. Afr. Barrett,
declared the United States would gain
far more than it would lose by exact-- ;
ing the minimum toll of Toe a ton
which would permit small ship owners to compete with large companies
by use of Ihe canal. What the opening of the transcontinental railroad in
the United States meant to the Pacific coast states, the opening of the
Panama canal will mean to the fertile
Pacific coast states of South and
Central America, said Air. Barrett.

Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.

in fhr ritv

1

S.

KAUNE

Where Prices are

8

VDtf

don't

IIAYEMUST RECEIVED

merry a man for
CO. what he has been,

bzil for what hs is
and what you think
Lowest; ne is going to ob.
The City"

or Safe Qiislltv,

1

KariM.
Ii. Koch

m.

,

COMPLETE LINE OF

Something NEW in

RUGS

COLORS

I

Letus show

UNUSUAL

RT

DE

1

FAST

GUARANTEED

to Sun and Water

this excellent assortment

you

I

$Jf

FLOOR COVERING

LOW-PRICE-

AKING

of

SPECIALTY

,rA

News-Mine-

OEORUH WOSTEMHOLM

Over

100

Waste-Clogge-

Patterns to select from at Special Price.,
DRUMMERS' SAMPLES.
Your chance for this month only.

HE.

OOEBEL,4

The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLPLETE
LINE of
This is the Highest (irade Plated Ware on the Market, and
we carry two desirable patterns, the

DIANA AND THE BRIDE'

d

Ac-C;-

!;

for each Set of old False Tech send us.
Silver,
Highest prices pi id for olil (lokl.
old Wuti'hes liroken Jewelry unU Pre
cious Stones.
MONKY

PIIILA.

SKNII HY HKTI'HN

MA

1,

SMELTING & REFIMNG
EST A W.l SH F.I) 0 VKA US

CO.

San

.

'f

Frncisco
Stuet

INSURANCE

Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa.

863

ET

"i

UK

WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

Remember the. physic that mother
sisted on castor oil, calomel, cathartics. How you hated them, how you
fought against taking them.
"With our children it's different. The
day of harsh physic is over. Wo
don't force the liver and 30 feet of
bowels now; we coax them. We have1
no dreaded after effects.
AIothers(
who cling to the old form of physics
simply don't realize what they do
The children's revolt is
Their little stomachs and tender
r
bowels are injured by hem.
If your child Is fretful, peevish, half
sick, stomach Siour, breath feverish.
and i,s litll system full of cold; has
uwiTlioea, bore throat. Kloliutch-acUe- ;
doesn't eat or rest well remember
look at the tongue, if coated, give a
teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs, then
don't worry because you surely will
have a well, smiling child in a few
hours.
Syrup of Figs being composed entirely of luscious figs, senna and
simply cannot bo harmful. It
sweetens the stomach, makes the
liver active and thoroughly cleanses
bowels.
the little one's
In a few hours all the sour bile,
fermenting food and consti-- j
pated waste matter gently moves on
and out of the system without griping
or nausea.
Directions for children of all ages,
also for grown-ups- ,
plainly printed on
the package.
By alljiieans get the genuine. Ask
your druggist for the full name "Syrup
of Figs and Elixir of Senna," prepared
by the California Fig Syrup Co.
nothing else.

IJ O Q U

H. C. YONTZ,

d

in-

,

"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE

Stomach,

Bowels
Give Gentle "Syrup of Figs."
Look back at your childhood days.

Liver and

SONS'

RYXL

Reliable Jeweler

To Clean the Little One's

&

POCKET KNIVES

CELEBRATED SHEFIELD

UGH! HOW CHILDREN
HATE CAS

waste-clogge-

y

A

jKolorfast
Matting
UN

CO.

AKERS WAGNER FURNITURE

THE

n

s
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HAYWARD HAS IT.

Il: IT'S REAL ESTATE,

TO DENTISTS
We wMlbuyyoui'Ciold tilings. Gold Scrap
and Platinum. KiiiheM prices paid.

Fire,

Lifer

Accident,

Plate Glass, Etc. Etc
Ivl

lj

I

.!

j

HAYWARD, MANAGER,

B.

j

TOLLS ARE TOO HIGH.

haue

CO.

If You Use Our

5&c per lb.

A dispatch from the Chicago Ex-,miner, received late last night by the
Xew .dexican was as follows:
W.
".Jlar.ue! is. Otero and
Crygla given licence to marry hero,Is Air. Otero son of the former govIs it
Is it an elopement?
known in Santa
where they are
stopping in Ciiicago? J'iease rush

of

AT LOW PRICES

.

ASKS CHICAGO,

Price

Built Up the Largest and
Most Satisfactory Retail
Grocery Business in the
City of Santa Fe.

which is composed of Corn, Oats, Bran, Alfalfa Leaves and
Flowers all ground together. 5 team it and feed it as a warm
mash. The price is reduced to $2.00 per 100 lbs.
PRATT'S REGULATOR, . . .
25c per pkg.

INSURE NOW
WITH HAYWARD

AN ELOPEMENT?

GO'

Bv

It May Be YOUR Property :;Nex"t

h

Getting What you Pay
For, and Saving Money on
Each Purchase, is the
Foundation on which H.

Dispensing Optician,
Quick Returns

Quality

iif
INSURE WITH WAYWARD AM) REST CONTENT.

e

Tile Chicago

TAUPERT,
!

i.wiwin.

ioi

ST..

210 SAN FUANCISCO
uemuam

SQUAW.

FRANK KEEFE
UNDER KNIFE

story."

SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO

Accurate Work

S

TO SELECT FROM.

ASSORTMCN'l

LARGE

!

announcement of the V. S. supreme
court's decision against the I larriman
Railway companies in the merger
case. The expected revision of the
tariff and prospects of a money stringency at the end of the year also have
operated against the market.

and Price the Quality!

Why Wait?

NEW MEXICO.

Dresser Scarfs, Piano and Table Covers,' X mas
Handkerchiefs, Hand Embroidered Pure Linen.

.

5. KAUNE

IX

SPECIAL

Battenfourg Pieces

I'lilhiili-lpliiii-

Telephone 9 W

E. LAS VEGAS,

isr XMAS

Angeles,

Fairbanks, Alaska, Dec. 10. t'liarK-eof a grave nature against seven
soldiers of the I'liiied States army
X
Karrison at Fori St. Michael are contained in a special from St. .Michael
reto the Fairbanks
It is alleged that the
ceived today.
soldii rs, in uniform, attacked an Indian woman and her 1" year old
daughter near the fort last Sunday
night, the girl escaping after a desperate struggle. Two of the seven
men have been identified by their victims-, the message asserts, and adds
r'rvnk Ki'cl';1, lie well luiown
that this is the third offense of a simnioni-T1this
eiT, went, under tho
ilar nature of which the soldiers have
ilia; for apiiendieitis.
opcralinn been accused within the last three
w as pt rforinpd hy Dr. J. A.
Aluspio
months.
and Dr. Standley V. Small at St. Vincent's Sanitarium. Mr. Keel'e was re- ICUDAHY CHILDREN
iSuiiln lllliil:lil I'.M I. 1,. r..sx.cT
ported doing as well as could be exARE BACK AT HOME.
I'lVn-Altrnillvc Ii
r III Hrni.
pected this afternoon. He has been
Astlimii. liny lvir:
nnil
Kansas City, .Mo., Dec. In. After
l.mii: 'I n.iilili s. nnil hi iipl.iiililiiijf tin'
ailins for the past few weeks until being legally separated from their
lini'x nut I'liiitnin mmmiiis. uniiiics
c.vsK'iii.
or
Sunday a severe pain in the riht
ilnids.
fur Imuhl,.!
for nearly three years, the
,ii
vi'i'Ick. nml wiitf tn lOckiiiiin
Iplliii;.' uf ri
side indicated tho nature of his mal- parents
.
four children of Air. and Airs. J. P.
1l.iiliui;tiiiry.
:l'ii...fnr imnv (.,vl
Mis
4i'iii-cI''i,r hiiIc liy nil lonllimr llrut-'smany friends inquired after Cudahy were turned over
ady.
to them
and by Zook's Pharmacy in Santa Fe. hini throughout the day.
formally today by an order of Judge
Slovcr m the circuit court. Several
(months ago Mr. and Mrs. Cudahy
were
here.

H.

SELIGIN

AOOLF

1

CO.

GOODS

DRY

,

'riii-nn- t

CORRICK LIVERY BARN

JULIUS H.GERDES.

1
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WATCH OUR WINDOWS.

-

n. -- Orders

his own fireside.
County Clerk Marcelino A. Ortiz;
leaves tonight for California to take a
six weeks vacation. He will visit Los

Recovered From
Severe Lung Trouble

a

Dee.

ORDERS TO SELL
STOCKS CREATE
SLUMP ON STREET

-

A HOME

MICHAEL J. YOUNG
DENIES DYNAMITE CHARGE.
i ).
i
Indianapolis, hid., Dee.
cosed as an active promoter .of ex-- ;
plosions in eastern cities, Jlicbael .1.
Young, of Boston, testified in his own
behalf at the "dynamile conspiracy''
!tiiul today that he never participated
in the McXamaiii plots.
Young, as a member of the lion
workers' executive board, is charged
with the appropriation of $l,min a
uionth to John .1. MeXanama for dy-naniiting purposes. He also was di-rectly named by Ortie K. McManigal
at', personally having pointed out 11011union jobs to blow up.
McManigal said when he caused an
explosion in a new opera house undei
March.
in
'.Tiist ruction at Boston,
!M)!l, Young met him and showed him
Or.
where to put the explosives.
said
another trip east, McManigal
Young met him in Kpringliolil, Mass,
in April, BUI, and arranged for the
(')namiter to blow up the tower of the

light for ihe introduction of military
service for women is in contemplation
by the women of Denmark as a sequel to their expected victory in the
struggle for woman's suffrage.
Loudon, Dec. 10. The renunciation
by Turkey of all the territory conquered by the troops of the allied Balkan nations and certain matters relatPius foundations and crown
ing to
lands in Furopnan Turkey, will, according to Ihe. Pall Mall Car.etlc, he
the basis of the delibcntlioiis of the
peace delegates when they meet in St.
lames palace next Friday.
According to this plan, Adrianople,
not being conquered territory,
will
remain in Turkish hands, and the
irontier of the future Ottoman em
will run from that fort- pire in
ress eastward to Midia by way of Visa
and from Adrianople southwest along
Ihe railroad to Dedeaghatch, on the
Aegean sea.
It is slated ine diplomats during
their discussion at I'aghtche agreed
in principle, to this basis of

Clui-mita-

are right

125 Palace Ave.

BE SOLDIERS

I'mmMmXiMJ:'

and it will pay you to buy your
Holiday Good? of us. The prices

W. LINDHARDT.

WOMAN OF
DENMARK TO

reyai

Christmas is Coming

ARTICLES

HAND-MAD-

"

FOR THE

Crafts 0

Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Lamps; Hammered Copper Reading
Lamps; Desk Sets in Hammered
Erass and Copper; Letter
Racks;
Rocker
Blotters;
Paper Cutters;
Hammered Calendars; Tie Racks;
Visk Broom Holders; Etched Match
Hammered Copper and
Holders;
Brr.ss Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
Bar Pins; Hat Pins; Candle Sticks.
Special orders made on short notice.

-

CqRISTtyA

--

nn
noonUWUk
M

ESTATE

REAL

Wit

City Property, Farms,

Ranches, Orchards
Land (irants, Etc

Surety Bonds

Popular Mechanics
'WRITTEN

Magazine

SO YOU

A GREAT

CAN CMDKGTAKD

!T"

may begin reading at any time, ano
which wilt hold your interest forever.
ZOO

ARTICLES CF GENERAL IKTSRCST

The "Shop Notes" Department (20 )',afcft0
gives easy ways lo do things how to ju;
useful articles tor nonie and shop, ie;ra:rr,cu
fco.v to
"Amateur Mechanics" OQ pn:n.;)
make Mission funOnre. wircjt :ioui;its. bo i .
enginei, magic, anj all the tiling a bey iovev.
SI?!:iE CQritS 15 CLT.TO
$1.0 PER

Ask your iicv,rdc?.r. or

WRITE FOR rr.ZZ SA:r!.K

COPY TODAY

PCPTITAR MECHANICS CO.
31

Of

Continued Siory of the

W. Waihlnplon St., CfflCAOO

t
I

All Kinds.

Telephone 194 W., Room

U

LALGHLIN BUILDING,

SANTA FF

-

NEW MEXICO

Let Him Know It IT you are oui ot
a position, you must let tie employer
know it. A want advertisement in the
ness and professional nwn In the city
Dd county and a great many in the .
state. If you have any special
ent, do not hide it under a bushel.

l
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their parts; the costumes, simple as
they are, have to be bought nnd made:
Where did they get the play? It is 11)" hull rented, lighted and warmed,
a descendant of the old miracle and and seats provided' for the eager
playa which were present d'ence. Allhongh these people have
ed in England, and later in Span., given the play for decades as an act
even before Shakespeare's time. No (of their own devotion, they are real-lesa person than Dean lirlggs, of izlng the rise in the cost of living as
Harvard, has written concerning this well as any one else. And perhaps,
has de- old play for it has survived the Anier- - 'the cheap American show
of eager ox-- I
ican Invasion only in San Antonio, creased the attitude
Texas, and a few towns in Old and pectancy with which the yearly pre-- j
New .Mexico. In San Antonio people si ntation of "l,os Pastores" was look-come from far and near to see this ed forward to many years ago.
Christmas miracle play. Its fame has: The last thing one wishes to do is
'spread abroad as the "American Pas- - to commercialize such a beautiful cus-- I
torn. But is there not some way in
sion Play."
The pertinent question with us is. which we may encourage the players
how may we perpetuate this beauti- - to give "Los Pastores" this Christmas
fill custom?
From every standpoint season, while entering with them into
one must realize its value; as a Ills-- Ihe original and reverent spirit of the
toric relic of the early days when the presentation?
padres came into the west; as a lit- THE SECRET TERROR,
erary specimen showing the miracie
Tllfi haunting fear of sickness and
play today as it was given by the
very first actors of Kngland and helplessness is the secret terror of
the working man. Health is his capiSpanish drama centuries ago; as
tal'
sap a man e
K.iU,lp' ll8eno
tourist feature that will add one more
'i8"1 ulul v:ilt,lit; They lessen his
unique and genuine attraction to the
sight-seerc"'T'ly,-- , I,0U?' Kl,1,le: Plills
list of interesting f"!'11'
longat'd strength bv
tliinpK in tin nnntuni .itv l,,, ni.r...f bring hack
the disease
They are the
..i "healing
ii J,v
ill o '.. rl I? it
t.xtuiii !,.
r,t,ut V,,w1 i. it, a
fi.lA f.,,
....,1
C hr.stmas
nnrt
devout
sweet
and
,
play,
WaddeP ,rol,)kiS The
Rre ,
or
the story and struggle th(l
simple full
yellow phages. Refu8e any sub-o- l
each ones life, and tell' of the love stltiite.
For sale by nil druggists,
of the Little Child.
.
now may we do tins.' Of course,
Work for the New Mexican. It is
the players work every night fori
working for you, for Santa Ve and
many months rehearsing and learning th new ctnta
these graceful
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ONE DUTY

REMARKS

'I'lie New Mexico legislature will soon lie in session. The work done by
this body and the manner of doing it. will be watched, scrutinized and criticised, as the people have been awakened to the necessity of haviug'their
rinlits looked after as well as the interests of individuals and certain corporations.
Tin' old methods involving the personal oversight of a small coterie ot
advisers and directors, not members of the legislature, will not be tolerated
without protest.
The business transacted by the legislature is the people's .business, affecting their interests as citizens and taxpayers.
Due duly of the body will be the passage of an effective, clear-cu- t
primary
law, wherein every citizen of the state shall have a right to record his choice
of men for public ofiire freely anil in a manner that will not be inextricably
tangled whit red tape and uncertainty.
The people demand a primary law that will be state-widand mandatory
in every part of New .Mexico, which will enable full expression of choice
and giving direction as to those who shall be made the nominees of the dif- uere Miuuiti oe a me open cuance in me iiitiun:
lereiti poimt ai parties.
of prefei eueial expression of the people.
The day of caucus dictation and manipulation by a few
commanders, which has been in existence, not only in New .Mexico, but
An open expression is dein the country at large, is last passing away.
manded, and some of the leading American states have heeded the people's
call. New .Mexico should join in the movement which is progressive and
brings the citizenship of the country in closer touch with their own affairs
which distinctly affect those interests that are definitely their own.
There is nothing revolutionary in a primary law, though it may be dis- astrous to certain of those men who have heretofore considered the busi- ness of the country as secondary to or merely an auxiliary adjunct to their
own personal business and manipulated to that end.
The coining session of the legislature will be a record one and will have
u distinctive and decisive bearing on the elections two vears hence.
e

o

.

--

o

ANOTHER DISSOLUTION

j

merger has been "dissolved."
Suppressing an inclination to mirth, we shall seriously consider what this
promises.
The court says this dissolution follows along the same lines as in the
case of the Northern Security company. Hood! The Northern Securities
case was a dissolution which did not dissolve. The action never was intended
to dissolve the merger between the Hurlington, the Northern Pacific and
the (ireat Northern. It was a fake from the beginning. It was a "moot"
case.
The bill drawn by the attorney general at that time Philander Knox,
did not ask for a dissolution of that merger. It asked only that the court
pass on the theoretical question whether a holding company was a lawful
instrument for maintaining a perpetual combination.
The bill took direct notice of the fact that these railroads were held to- gether in common interest by the issue of bonds covering both properties.
These bonds were not attacked. The court was not asked for permission to
sell or pay up these bonds or in any way to dissolve this ligament holding
these properties as a unit. The attorney general's petition was satisfied by
a recall of the stock certificates in their place to the original holders, marked
with the names of ihe two principal properties.
That was over ten years ago, and the union between these great railroad
properties has continued and they have been administered as a
unit.
Hurrah for ihe Northern Securities case!
The supreme court also announces that its mandate is to be carried out
by the circuit court of the district of rtah. We remember how the supreme
court turned over the chore of carrying out its mandate in the Tobacco
nnd Standard Oil cases to the circuit court of the district of New York: and
we remember what happened.
No wonder the reports say that Wickersham chuckled!
The

Harriman-I'nion-Pacifi-

VB

Boost for Santa Fe and the new
ttiiln llntli r, nnm hip n r, tlinirnun
because hey have the goods.
i

e

VALLEY RANCH,

morning of excited, unalloyed happi- uess; that all belongs back there in
the years gone bv, before
the tlea
were broken and the cloud of sorrow1
which came with separation from
those we loved had settled about us
to dim the warm, sunny existence of
childhood's blessed days. .
There is still left to all of us the
happiness of brightening the day for
someone else and perhaps, after all,
that is the greatest happiness of all.
To see some other person happy over
something you nave done to bring the
sunlight into the heart and life, is the
brightest form of happiness.
It is pleasant to be remembered,
too, and to feel that your friends,
though absent are still caring for you,
but hack of it all we each of us realize
the force of that divine truth, uttered
centuries ago: "It is more blessed to
give than to receive."

m?L DAYS
jfKl
Lfcdll TO SHOP

i
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the
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landscape.
it is one of the nuisances which can
h.. avoided by a little earn ami thought
and it would not ruffle the temper of
the rn;ui vvbn "ets it in the nnel; nr ttie
luriv who l fniveii tn
it.
her imt ...
.u mt ....
soak, literally r;.-- ; 'Mug.
.

.
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DID YOU KNOW
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IT WAS HERE
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CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROMTS, $250,000

li

R.

L. A. HUGHES,
Vice-Pre-ide-

BANK OF SANTA FE

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State.

Organized in 1870.

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determines Its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance in banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presenneeds.

t-day

Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Exchange Sales and Purchases effected.
Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
g

J. B. READ,
Cashier.

FRANK McKANE,

Assistant Cashier.

.

FOUR PER CENT

(4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

1

s-

ZARAPERIA MEX1CANA,
EDDY DELGADO,
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splendid little city like Rosewell is- -a nppeared , the heavens that night,
bust-- ,
growing, wideawake,
of the coralng ot the angels who told
I think our age and his- ling city-- yet
thege 8jmp,e 8hepherd folk of the
lory and present position as the state , ine chil(, whQ had been bo.n ln tne
attractions
capital, with the unusual
nlangel. , the pnimage to see the
which we have, and the name abroad, :Chnd
of le Btrue!rles of the
that we are entitled to a public build-- ; shepherda along the wav.
ing, including a postofflce at least as
Tne t.hanlcter8 of the shepherds are
good as Roswell's, if not just like it. weU taken by R dozen young Mexicans
It is
a shame that this old
wlQ are dresse(1 iu white suits and
"Wal
air in favur ov abolishin state really has been forced to go
capital
thejl. ahfipherd rols sUlng over
on,fan.y
Old
them thur ralerodes," says the
these years and at this period of;one BhouIdeP on a ribbon. As they
Codger. "I kum out tu this yere coun- - jjail
its existence have such a postofT.ee
Bh
a
,nt oW
try en a waggun en ef I air not good building as we are compelled to use. march al()Ug th
Ume
,y be.
beal
an(,
wj)h
tu
on
trains
enuf fur
ride
them thur
Hose citizens ot Koswell, who nave
crooli8f ,vhich they
dpcked
shJph(rd
whut hes got a eatin car on, I kin not seen it would feel no
,
jealousy or ri-- ,.nrry in one hand
see whut good et does tu hev no ,i
I am sure if Uncle Sam,
through; Gue of
nU)St
roles in
raleroads. It air true thet et costs es valry,
the agency of Uncle Tom, gave us a the who,fl cast ,H importantof Saint
tlat
much to git things whut them rale- even as good as Roswell s, Michael takeu verv
8erioU8,y by a
rodes hauls es et uster cost when postoflieenot
just liKe it, perhaps.
though
BmaU
of
boy.
whQ weal.g ,Ui
Uvelye
a
en
wus
them
fellers
bringin
Armijo
With the short session ahead it cptton baUins
and
wayes
food intu Santa Fee on wagguns got
I
not
have
looks awful dubious and
his pasteboard sword with all the
darn et, en thet's a fao', too, by heck."
neaiu oi our seuaior tuning uiaue " fervor of the good saint himself
move toward it since he went back to Saint Michael watches over the shepThe Santa Fe railway company
but the present one is a herds and when an
It has begun.
enticing devil
The light has opened between the democrats and republi- seems to be so strong for Santa Fe Washington,
disgrace.
with horns and a long tail is about
cans over the executive order placing fourth-claspostmasters securely in that we ought to get right in behind
Yes, come to think of it, we would to overcome the poor weak mortals
their berths. The democrats will make an onslaught on Wilson immediately and boost for it all we can. No resi- be contented with one like
Roswell's. and persuade them to turn back in
too.
and
he
do
will
to
he
the
have
rewind
that
Taft
order,
it,
demanding
dent of this city ought to have nerve
their pilgrimage, Saint Michael comes
They have lined up at the pie counter and nothing short of abrogation enough to expect to be treated with
to earth, draws his sword, lights and
THOSE DRIPPING PIPES.
of tlii' civil service law. in part at least, will satisfy the constituents of the the same courtesy by the Santa Fe
Said a friend last night, "I've got finally conquers the devil, placing
victorious party. The house has already begun to tussle with the proposition. as a resident of Southern California.
n
something for the Byr.tander. Did you his small and saintly foot on the poor
That would be upsetting all
ever walk along on the sidewalk feel- - devil's head.
That the expose of the rottenness of the canneries in New York state,
The Hermit, who waves his huge
ing chipper and gay, and ail at once
in
New
the
has
which
Mexican,
by Mary Hoyle O'Keilly,
appeared recently
a stream of water hit you on the! wooden cross and rosary and
feel
thus
is
is
be
its
to
shown
fact,
an
the
taken
had
that
up by
effect,
investigation
by
back of the neck and chill you way wards off the attacks of the devil,
congress in accordance with a resolution introduced yeslerday by Henry (.
THE BYSTANDER
to the toes? I mean water from the ani Hartolo, the lazy man who is too
Allen, of Ohio. It is a question of immense importance, and Miss O'Reilly-liapipes that hang half way over the Bieepv to care to see the Christ Child,
SEES IT
been a missionary of the highest service.
walk, and drip on you when it rains are comic
characters
and bring
0
or the snow melis."
touches of humor into the play that
The standpatters are engaged in preparing a big "harmony dinner" to be
Then a lady listening to the plaint
SANTA CLAUS LETTERS.
pleaEes ,he audience immensely,
held in New Vurk City. Might it not be more in keeping if this love feast
said, "O yes, I know- about those. The y, n .g
Postmaster
General
Hitchcock
impel.sonated
by a
,has pipes. 1 hey ve spoiled half a dozen
Mere pulled off at Salt Lake City 1'tah, or Montpelier, Vermont?
.
,.,
.:
1it
l
issued an order authorizing all post- hats for me "
"
" ""'5' """'"s-u
e
robe. Her gravity in being!
masters to deliver "Sauta Claus let- .
I am mak.
.
So
is
that
the
that
re:isnn
,
The early Christinas shopping proposition Is a good one, of course, but
R
h ii hnlv rnlic ,o ou.ac, t. cca
..Ln .!,..!.!. ius.Lnui.iuuan
'
,U ......1.
"pivoh
7
0, oru i...u.i4uif
lng mention of those dripping pipes. and
no one will pay any attention to it. It is one of those things wherein ex- iu the
1,er gracious answers to the
town V here revived ()f
ia
city
fnr
ov,c0
perience is wasted, and human nature will continue obstinate.
shePnerds
as may desire to give attention to the They t.ollId be 'just as'we'll made
Pase the
0
requests they contain.
other length than one just long enough Madonna herself.
As Christinas approaches thousands to catch a man in tiio nane nf the. Uut u 18 impossible to give the.
Evidently the house appropriation committee does not look kindly on the
or to give them a life seat in congress. of letters are written to Santa Claus neck or a lady on one of those late whole 1uaint picture. One must see
proposition to pension
l y the
At all events it does not appear in the committee report on the bill.
trusting little souls who want fashioned hats, which, and no of-- . ' u themselves and enter into the rev-- j
0
ft use is meant elther.-i-wo- uld
to he remembered.
be hard erent 8PWt of these devout people to
Now a scientist has discovered that bees have nervous prostration.
There is a pathetic side to it and U to miss anywhere within a yard of the: full' appreciate it It is a scene an;
artist would revel in for its setting, its
Didn't kimw they huJ it thorns, Ives, but they are in the hubit of giving it makes one s heart warm toward the water-spout- .
s is really not the time of year gay colors, its contrasts of light and
to people with whom they come in contact.
kiddies to whom Old St. Nick is still
s
a real character who holds sway or. for an outdoor shower bath.
There shade as the kerosene
0
ihe one day of the year when love are times and places where such ' flicker on the white washed room, the
bath is both comfortable, appropriate
audience and the bright:
Philadelphia has no smallpox isolation hospital. That's all right 111 should rule the world.
Vhiladelphia. They don't want to wake anybody up and drag him off to a
Of course, this is something of an and PrPer- but it is not ou a public colored costumes of the performers,!
hospital.
extra burden on the postmaster and:s,Te? in "lid December.
jits character portrayal that shows soj
Vs ls. a matter- not for tlle citv.! plainly on the eager faces of all pres-his force, but I do not believe there'.
'1
clluen ,wno ow,,s;ent. It is a play not wholly serious
,
, V"4a ,
Savings bank deposits increased $;i!9,234, 924 last year. Probably most are many officials who would object
ef-;
to
a
little extra time and
"J. p'r.',, t th-- t affairs and the "or 'et ludicrous, for the whole
giving
of them were made bv the cold storage meat and eggs people.
0
aimple st0ry is concerned with every!
fort to gladden the hearts of those n"dcd in o
e
!
CharaCterS a"d w,th
whom
to
children
Christmas
knows"
day might l;ume,.ons
The present session of congress must dig up I2o0.iain.ouii with which to
odness
ln
LU""tm"" ""'f- otherwise be clouded with longings but alI that needs
,
pay the pension bills. Where is Andy Carnegie?
tQ bp done
&
unsatisnea anu joy in the great day, the city's business
iiliuic as an HLXuiupaiu
uimmeu
'
g.uii theauuf0,k
It is doubtful if even so astute a student as Professor Wilson knew there
m"Rt
htr
SOngS' They pla"
Christmas is. anyway the children's
was as much advice in the world as he has found since the election.
'
without nn,sic' of collrse- - and remem- ill
l u?,
ll
day. It always has been. We, who ?"
.
...... m iu a uatu,
c
i i:
vul i u v ivnH tiA
have gone on down the road farther. troube with the
The Dove of Peace is taking some chances In hovering over the
pipe shower baths is, ,
, fathers
,a
h
d
b
,hem
una
uacK
to
iook
tne
io
cniianooa
in most cases.
the wrnntr man
It is liable to get ht, even yet.
To fulIy aPPreciate tne tender
-- oprenie happiness in Christmas that it)oet8 it it might be all right, likemeant
to
the adoration of the shepherds.
bring.
s
Governor
Please
iphibies,
lvnchine
theory
They are still
Philadelphia society have banned the "turkey trot,
The gifts we offer to friends are you could alwavs be sure of "eettine Ille sPeecnes of Our Lady, or the jokes
dancing it in Turkey, though.
,ne hermit and Bartolo, one should
gifts of love and remembrance, to be the right man.';. This being the case
sure, when they are not in the duty! the fair thing fs not to force the in- he able to understand Spanish. But
Has anyone heard Robert M. I.aFollette express any views on it since class, but the air of mystery; the voluntary bath on anyone who does eveu tle American ear can follow the j
the j not need it and to remove It from the story from the voices and gestures ofi
night of sleepless expectancy:
It happened?
j

J. PALEN,
President.

THE FIRST NATIONAL

(By Xan O'Xeil.)

The Christmas season brings to
YES, THAT WOULD DO.
mind the quaint old play of "Los
The Roswell Ueoonl says:
If you are not a booster for Santa
Pastors" which has been performed
"Santa Fe is raising Cain about her here by the devout Mexican people
Fe yon arc a knocker because there
postofflce building, and the least of ever since their arrival in this coun
are only two kinds of people hero.
the names applied to it. is 'speak try many centuries ago. It is one of
Santa Fe the most beautiful Christmas customs
Don't be a croaker and say th it easy.' Well, what does
a
want
building in the Villa Heal de la Santa Fe de
postofliee
anyhow,
wi can't do anything to boost 7.anta
San Francisco and one of the customs
Fe because feller citizens, we are po- like Koswell's new one?"
Yes, we want one like Rosewell's if which we should do all in our power!
ll's to do it anyhow.
we can get it. Of course, not just like' to
a
perpetuate.
UofwcH's, but one "equally as good"
Perhaps you have never seen Los
It seems that even Albuquerque and
the salesman says when he has not Pastores," or evolli evpr Iu,ard of the
the "big" shops can't quite swallow what
you want in stock and is trying quaint performance?
that limited train order. Fortunately to hand
you something else.
It is a Spanish play given each
we don't have to.
We want a postofliee building and w inter from the feast of Guadalupe,
4
we are not yet at the point of dictat- December 12, to the twelfthnight cele- The next "meeting of the Chambor
We would
It will lip
inut wit
ing
bration after Christinas. Originally it
of Commerce ought to join in a unan-- , ta,.e
on(J simiIur t(, Rosvveirs !r w0 was given under the direction of the
01
inious vote
gratitude at tne action could not get anything better.
parish priests who found that this was
of the Santa Fe railway in closing its
We would prefer, of course, to have the most realistic method of telling
limited trains to this city. All we're it a little different
from Koswell's as the native
story to the Indians. For
here for anyhow is to boost southern it is a nice
to have a little va
thing
now it has been gotten
several
years
California and the tourists who see us
in public buildings, but we are
up by private individuals, who drill
from the rear of an observation car. riety
aimosi at uie oio maiu s sianupuim ,he cagt (,oin a manuscrlpt copy of
and praying, "Anything, O, Lord!"
,lle original plav. Tw0 or tUl.ee liais
By that I don't mean that we would m tne different parts of the town have
at-- ;
be satisfied with any half baked
tllp p,ay at the same timej tll0
fair. It ought to be at least as good
ilpin, an .,,tar erected to
rp,mXp
come
when
it does
as Hoswell's, and
the Christ child.
...
Ii. x
T.. ,.J og pastores.'. means The SUep.
we expect n to ue uenei lucu xvobwe were nere Delore a"om
wel1
herds, who watched their flocks on the
.ever dreamed that there would ever . in8 ()f Bethlehenl that first christ.
be a Roswell and though as a citizen mag nigh, The play tellg of thejr
of New Mexico, I am glad there is a comments on the bright new 8tar that
4.
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Dalleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and: Fall Information.

j
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MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
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UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

s

American Plan, $2.50 and up.
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

AS

s

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

-
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sky-blu-
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The Montezuma Hotel
NEW

ti,,

SANTA FE,

MEXICO.

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME

j

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,

j

Central Location.

wall-lamp-

black-shawle-

Large Sample Rooms.

d

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
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How About That Fire Insurance?

j
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IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
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Think About It!
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iOngineer Able would have seen tin;
train was not on the siding, and
slowed down enough to have let it
get in the clear. He was running fast,
in order to get into Lord.sburg in time
to let Ihe
limited out
without delay. The injured men were
brought into town and their wounds
dressed. A I'lillmun was taken off the
limited, and the men were taken to
tile hospital at Tucson on a special.
Engineer Able died before the train
reached Tucson. The limited was
taken to Denting by way of Hachita
land the Southwestern. It found the
traveling good, so all the passenger
trains went that way until the wreck
was cleared up. Lordsburg Liberal.
j

Staple Medicine
For AH Families'

i

j

east-boun-

Age a Reliable

From Infancy to Old
Family Laxative Is Most Needed
Try This One.
It is inconceivable in this day of!
general intelligence that any family j
would be without a Pimple remedy foi
the minor ills of life, for often by
giving such a remedy in lime a aeri- otis disease can be frustrated and a

'an

OLD GAME IS
REVIVED IN MEXICO.
St.. Paul, Minn., Dee. in.
For merely
lending his assistance in digging up
$:! I.Vnnu
in gold from where i' Hi
buried near the Mexican huidiT, II. I.
Alaxfield, state commissioner of immigration of Minnesota, is offered
This proposal came in a leti.7!,7."n.
ter to Mr. Maxfield last night from a
man who claims to be held as a oris
oner in a Mexican lmstile.
The letter is presumed to he one o)
many seat to this country by swindlers. It is signed A. de Oij and instructs .Mr. Maxfield to wire his ac,
ceptance to Xuno Oi'tigosa. Lis lu
will
FF."
D.
lie
the
turn
Mex.,
letter ov.'" to the ostof!iv author,
ties.
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Clever
Milkman

Three
Irani avenue.
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FOR

ROOMS

veniences,
laines.

writes us that he warms his
n
on cold days
with a Perfection Oil
Heater.
He makes his rounds

in I'd

--

A

table.

Modern

Johnson street.
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milk-wagolife saved.
For example, if at the first sign of)
RKN'T
FOR
Three
furnisln d
like
a cold a simple laxative-tonirooms for light housekeeping, ("has.
Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin were
L. Rishop.
THE LION AND THE MAN.
given the beginning of a serious lung
be
of
affection or of typhoid fever might
The people
Iteming may
FOR KENT Furnished rooms for
in comfort. Zero weathbe avoided. And also in headaches,
CASH REGISTER TRUST
roughly divided into two classes
;g,'iit lemeii. Steam, light, bath. Apply
er doesn't bother him.
those who have seen Fritz Hiehtor'y
nervousness, etc., a small dose of this
EMPLOYED RUFFIANS.
this n!1iee.
'captive mountain lion, and those who
remedy would relieve the congestion
Cincinnati, 0 Dec. ID. i:.;iiii;nnlion
This
11
V.
M.
has
MRS.
At
since
I'LL.
times
different
not.
with
and replace distress
!have
comfort,
o' .1. V. Ilroonihall, a former salesFOR RKNT Large, sunny rooms,
.Mothers give It to tiny infants and!
Frit, lias had the lion, a number of man for the Hallwood Cash Register
adapted this wonderful
A bottle can ho obtained
at
any
hot
have
water. Ileal. Mrs. Robinson. 2M
little children, and grown people take
Dealing's best and bravest
little heater to his own
company, at Los Angeles, was again
it with eiiually good effect.
nearby drug store for fifty cents or watched the lion padding around his taken up when the trial of .lohn
II.
The latter size is more narrow circle at the end of a. twenty-particular needs.
American one dollar.
Thousands of
good
other ofli-e- i
Patterson and twenty-ninhomes are never without it among eceuomieal and is bought by those foot chain, and told of what they
I'.ooKKFKPINt; taught by expcit
and- former oflieers of the Nationrs
You may not drive a
them the homes or Mrs. V. Al. Hull, who have already convinced them- would do if it broke looje. A few
aceoini'ant. $ n a month. Santa Fe
accused ol
Cash
al
milk-wago- n,
company
Register
but
there
are
Syrup Pepsin 'and these were by far in the minority
Vyacena. Wis., and Mrs. Ivory Lam- selves of its merits.
t
Pusiness College.
law.
violating the Sherman
countless ways in which
bert, Mankato, Minn., who say they users learn to discard pills, salts, were honest enough to say that they wis resumed today, liroomlial! testiSnioKru
JfyJ
t
and purgatives generally would leave pronto. DK:k Tidmore lied
wouTd as soon he without the neces- cathartics
one of these heaters would
WANTED (lirl for genera! housethat agents of the National coin-It as they are too great a shock to any was one of the few. Last Friday Dick
sities as without Syrup Pepsin.
used violent methods in dealing
work. Apply at once to Mrs. R. Jl.
Made with nickel trimmings
pi.ny
a
convenience
be
and
saves Ihe health of the family, and average system.
was alone in the Sideboard restaurant, with
:! Johnson
street.
agents of competing companies
lamia,
(plain steel or enameled turqcomfort to you in your
If no member of your family
It is a guarani. saves doctor's bills.
has gently patting a hamburger steak into ai.d that
Ornauoise-blue
he had been violently n'tackdrums).
teed cure for any form of stomach, e er used Syrup Pepsin and you would jshape and whistling softly through his ed and his clothing torn.
mental. Inexpensive. Lasts home. You can adapt it to
$110.00 buys a bran new combinafor years. Easily moved from
liver and bowel trouble, constipation, like to make a personal trial of it
teeth, "I .May be Crazy. Hut I Ain't
own
tion
runabout and lop buggy, rubber
your
-re
requirements.
to
place
place.
buying it in the regular way of a N'o Fool," when he felt a draft from
Indigestion, biliousness, gas on the
tired, and fine set of single harness
in
From 24 to 36 was the range
stomach, headaches, drowsiness after druggist, send your address a postal 'the back door blowing around his
At Dealt rs Everywhere.
Then, t'orrick.
eating, etc. Have no hesitancy about will do to Dr. W. H. Caldwell, 41"i legs. He turned to close the door. temperature yesterday and the averST
was
fam111.,
to
of
it
cent.
as
relative
as
member
the
was
and
for
he
far
per
CONTINENTAL OIL COMPANY
age
but that
any
humidity
giving
got,
Washington St., Monticello,
For Sale, one of ihe oldest esiale
ily, however young or old, for it con- n free sample bottle will be mailed the lion was standing there evidently At G a. m. today the mercury rested at
Daver. Pueblo. Albuquerque,
lished mercantile businesses in Santa
Cheyenne. Butte. Bolie. Salt Lk City.
tains nothing injurious to the young- you.
Results are always guaranteed trying to decide which he would sanv 20 above.
Yesterday was rather
Fe. A profitable proposition from the
est person.
oi money will be refunded.
pie first, Dick or the hamburger. cloudy with a normal temperature for
fill 9mmsKaimBwxsJMmMmmx
Dick settled that question without this season.
start. For further particulars ad-- i
ni: necessary delay by taking the dis-- :
dress 1'. O. liox 1S.
tance between tile stove and the
door, some twenty feet, in one jump.
FOR SALK Ruff Leghorn Cockrels.
THE LIFE OF CHRIST.
He started a second jump that would. SCENES FROM
Jtj.uo and up. First and second pen at.
IN THE TEMPL E.
7- .- JESUS IS FOUND
ihave taken him half way across the!
.
,
New Mexico fair. A few good
; FML'
street, but collided with a passing
(Reverenily ponrnyed on the exa cl spot where it took place nineteen hundred years ago a part of the elab S. C. R. I.
Cockrels and Indian
KILLED.
THROWN AND
packing and rearranging, the store citizen, who only stopped rolling
oiate and costly moving picture production of the Knlem company, to he first shown tit Christmas time.)
1'eniten-- !
Drakes.
Runner
Address.
.VI.
.1.
Ferguson was instantly killed here will be closed from Christmas when he fetched up against the build-Fe. N. M.
Santa
liary,
about 10 o'clock Tuesday morning by to New Years. A stock of school and ings across the way. "Get. out a th'j,
being thrown from a mule which he office supplies, books, stationery,
yelled Dick. "Why," said the1
TYPEWRITERS
was riding towards the city from his Kal blanks, jewelry, toilet articles, other man, spitting out some teeth,1
and repaired. New
''leaned,
adjusted
home four miles east in the country. fancy dishes, etc., will be retained "are you coming back?" "Hack no
furnished.
Ribbons and sup-- ;
platens
ore ala! ;n, ,.,.: thin'." shouted Dick, and kept on run.eignnors came to nis assistance, nui ht fhe
plies. Typewriters sold. excheangeJ
found that his neck had been broken. Hrelv new hut Klieill
Una
)f
(lV:ning.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
He was a farmer about. : years
old:, ,' mm, i nui nuir uiiiir-vi- .
All repair work and typewriters guarEventually the lion was recaptured
.
,,
a
anu leaves
winow ana several snian
Ex- every time Fritz Richter sees
y
(m?but
anteed.
(;i.,,,,.lm
Santa Fe Typewriter
wjl,
children. The body was taken to tlu
Dick he laughs, and Dick doesn't see
o
Rhone 2"1 W.
Karlninet011 Bt.,r.,.
change,
.Malioney
undertaking rooms.
.Air. .1. F.
oung will be the niana- the joke. Deming Headlight.
The ;funeral took place from the
was fti'i i,i nit- new ami f ui uu;i.
home Wednesday, and burial
TYPEWRITCNG.
". II. Chrisman and
Mr.
one or ROAD IMPROVEMENT AT TAOS.
made in the Woodmen of the World
There was a special meeting of the
men
two
other
substantial
business
Let me do your typewriting.
section of the Deming cemetery. The
held last
in the com- jTatos county road board
sympathy of the valley folks goes out; have become stockholders
work
strictly conliileiit ia I. Sati.'.l'ae-Uiothe
court
at
house
Monday
county
reto the bereaved family. This is the pany, the organization of which
with
Alexander
as
chairman
(lusdorf
guaranteed. Call lt!!iW or write
rocond fatal accident of this kind in mains the same for the present and
F. W. Drake as secretary and
and
the
of
and
business
Perry
Cassidy, ( 'it j
a fortnight. Deminc Graphic.
principal place
treasurer.
oftice of the company Farinington.
The members of this newly created
Farmington Knterprise.
RATON WILL BOOM IT.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
board have already had some ex-Raton as the center of interest in
cellent and effective work done upon
WHY NOT TURKEYS?
good road propaganda will be the sitionr county roads, culverts and bridges
ATTORNEYS ATLAW.
uation for the next ten days, at the
A growing industry in the valley where it was most badly needed and
close of which time a number of the which is not, recognized by the gener-- i where the travel is the heaviest. This
EDWARD P. DAVIES,
in al laity is the
leading officials and enthusiasts
poultry chickens and tur- - work included all of Ihe bridges at.
City Attorney.
good road matters will have rendez-- ;Pys ai'ouud the farms would have Costilla, Muddy and swamnv places at
Capital City Bank Building,
voused in the Gate City for a live cam-- ; been a great sight. Today there are Questa, where they constructed five!
Rooms
route morP than five thousand turkeys, and culverts to let the water drain out.1
paign tour along the "Sun-setSanta Fe, New Mexico.
'
between. liatoa and tke Pacific coastpf totfshtn1s "ofclflckens;
have already constructed and:
"'They
The Commercial club realizing this repaired
Judge J. M. Lowe, president of the
bridges in the county.
HARRY D. MOULTON,
;
Ocean to Ocean Highway association, increase is on the alert to take care
Work will begin next week on (he
.
Attorney-at-LawI.
J. Kirker and of this industry for the farmers.
and wife; Organizer
Fte park road. The road between
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
To this end C. C. Tannehill, prcsi-- ; Taos and Talpa; also between Taos,
wife; Organizer Shimmell of Illinois,
Formerly
Special Agent, G. L. O.
and Mr. Maurice O. Eldredge, an em- (lent of the Commercial club, is in
Los Cordovas where a bridge will
Land
and Contests a Specialty
Claims
inent engineer and good roads expert, respondents with various moneyed
constructed across the Kanchos
will arrive in a few days to make up terests to establish a commission creek at Los Cordovas. The sand hill
. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
the party that is to honor Raton with house in the city, or locate hero and road between Taos and GIenwoody
EASLEY & EASLEY,
their presence and to inaugurate a pay cash for the birds, looking after; will be fixed in much better shape'
,
several weeks campaign in the inter- the birds at marketing time.
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
than before. Also the Rio del Pueblo
ests of the great Ocean to Ocean
Practice in the Courts and Lefor
This season turkey 'meat is cheap-- and I'enasco roads to Santa Barbara,
Land Department.
er for valley consumers than beef The bad swamp leading into the town
highway. Raton Range,
Laud grants and titles examined.
steak and other beef mets. The price of Arroyo Hondo will be put into good!
THE TRAMP GOT ACTION.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, L'stan-cia- ,
dressed, shape.
yesterday quoted at 17
1
N. M,
KftUEM
1912
After all these roads and places'
rr
The G. U. Talbott home was a scene while in Cleveland dressed turkeys
of commotion the latter part of last are ipioted at 42c. A handsome profit are improved and it' any money is left.
to pass that after three days they found him in the- temple, sitting in the midst of the doctors,
came
And
it
week. A specimen of the genius hobo for the poultry men if car load ship-h- the board will then make new roads both
HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVK..
hearing them and asking the.ii questions. And all that heard him were astonished at his understanding
had been soliciting contribu- - nieuts can be secured for the eastern where they are most in demand and
TISE?
iii:lti-land
answers.
Luke
his
where the travel is greatest. We have
Tious in that neighborhood, thsujJit markets.
Tell your story to
The climatical conditions are so an excellent road board of good busi-- i
he had struck a place with no one at
2,000,000 Readers 'or
New York, N. Y.. Dec. ".The un- October :;!.
home and immediately tried ,o ap- regulated in the valley that turkeys ness men and they all understand MEN WITH BLUE EYES
Twelve Dollars.
reCorThis is the largest tonnage ever
We will place your
propriate George's best suit of ol.it.hei. and chickens can be grown on the! this particular road work of the public
advertii
MAUP WORST HIISRANDS. filled tonnage of the I'. S. Steel
totals 7,sr,2,SS2 ported on the books of the
Mrs. Talbott who caught him in the farm without any cost to mention. highways and are taking it up in a
ment in 25 leading newspapers' Suf.-- 1
with l''ation November
Kansas City. Dec. 10,-- Men
over
and
t!:,S
manner
tons
Conservative
farmers
woke
up
act let out a war whoop that
say that there regular systematic
"'rease
blue eyes make the most unreliable t0"day issue, for $12 per insertion. Deper cent profit. Ros- - ing at it in a proper and business-likneighborhood and then the fun is seventy-fivaccording to statistics
husbands,
scriptive circular FREE.
'
"
commenced in earnest.
way in order to make the money go nounced today by K. J. Fleming, su- Spectators well News.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
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as
for
the
declare
far
who witnesses the episode
possible,
improve- perintendent of Ihe Kansas City free
AGENCY,
ments made. Taos Recorder.
that it was one of the prettiest game
SERIOUS ACCIDENT.
During the last
legal aid bureau.
Taos, New Mexico.
ta (t
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32:',
cases
of "hounds and hares" they had ever
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"we
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said,
year."
There was a serious accident at
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cannot
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explain
apparently ejes.
sj,jjng at I'lmorris and iet!do"8h' baking pans
Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
carriage in order to reach
lime the deputy sheriff reached the
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main road, and the way he tore into came aloni and hit the local about ten
have been ren, ;
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it he is probably in Santa Fe by this cars from the caboose.
aairy
The
local
dered
by the
TO AILING WOMEN
one
time. Sail Marcial Standard.
was cut in two and the cars piled up. iin The' bakery. has bePI1 give final
propr,etor
M. DIAZ,
DR.
The glancing blow put the big engine notice to clean up or close up.
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Santa Fe Hardware
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B. TONNIES,
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WONDERFUL

ONCE

INSURANCE CONTRACT!

TEN DOLLARS ANNUAL PREMIUM
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Read what is offered :
OCItnn I'"id for death from iy $1,250.00
I'iiitl for dismemberment
500.00
1,000.00 or lo of vijilit
OA nn

raid forde:iih from ordinary accident
Paid for accidental loss
of 01 e hand, one eye
I'"1" for accidental loss 01
tomepKlPntiuoeaui.
O Ann
jUUU.UU one hand, one toot or one
tiuieuitierment or los of
i.UUU.UU
accident.
travel
eye by
sight by accident
WeeUlV Indemnity for total
mg nn disability
a C VI V Weekly indemnity for total dls- - $1U.UU
from travel accident
41
ability accidental injuries
rv..
rfu,..ni,ne.hI.lf eeklv Indemnity. No Medical examination .,u.,cU.
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GENERAL AGENTS

HALL & HALL
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HIS SKULL DEFLECTED
HIGHWAYMAN'S

My Line of Made Hats
Will Be Sold at a Big

BULLET.

Discount.
Francisco, Dec. 10. Charles
Smith, a mechanic, intercepted a re '
volver bullet with his forehead early Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
today in an encounter with a highway- at cost. Black Plumes at a
man. It made him fight harder than
large discount.
ever, and his discouraged assailant
fled into the arms of the police. At
the hospital it was found the missle j
had struck Smith squarely over the I
eye. But his skull deflected its course i
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
and it .inflicted a long scalp wound., i
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shelves come together. The bookcase grows apace with the library. This is
idea.
the modern way' of building a library. This i3 the
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MISS A MUGLER!
!

New Mexican Printing Co. Agents.

